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JOSEPHSON A/ D CONVERTER DEVELOPMENT

El ectromagnetic Technology Divisio r.
National Bureau of Standards

Boulder, CO 80303

• I. ‘ INTRODUCTION
This report describes results from the first year of a three-

year program directed toward the demonstration of a 4—bit Josephson A/U
Converter which will operate to frequencies of 300 MHz or higher. A
subsequent goal would then be to use the experience gained in this
effort along with some improved fabrication methods to push the concept
into the microwave region (above 1 GHz).

The approach of this program has been to concentrate on fabri-
cation methods during the early phases and to build gradually from
simple, wel l—characteri zed circuits towards the final goal . There is,
as yet, no firm comitment to a particular converter design. Two cir-
cuit designs are being studied, but any selection will probably await
further experience with the simple circuits. Factors, such as repro-
ducibility of cri tical current on a given chip, will certainly Influence
the design decisions. The selection of design will probably occur
during this next (second) year of development.

Outside of the computer efforts at IBM and Bel l Laboratories ,
little effort has been expended on fabrication methods which are highly
reliable and reproducible. Some information from these laboratories has
appeared in the literature and this has provided the basis for the
fabrication methods descri bed in this report. Our use of alloy films
and the sputter-oxidation scheme for tunnel junction barriers are just
two examples of fabrication methods which have been generated in the
industrial research laboratories. The Josephson computer effort at IBM
is quite large and we expect it to have continuing Influence on the
field in general and our effort in particular. Thus, while we have
specific ideas about the directions of our effort, we expect that out-
side developments which occur along the way will to some extent affect
the outcome of the program.

It should be noted that the junction switching measurements
described In section V.3 are supported by ONR under contract
N00014—78-0018. The results, which are complimentary to this program,
are included in this report for completeness.

.- 
- .• , 
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• II. FABRICATION

During the period of this contract, nearly all of the pro-
cesses required for fabricati ng superconducti ng integrated circuits have
been developed. We have fabricated ground planes , insulati ng layers,
Josephson junctions, and resistors. In fact, test circuits containing
all of these items, in seven layers of material, have been fabricated.

Success in developing these processes now permits us to begin
to construct circuits. Initial attempts to fabricate a complete, eleven
layer, circuit are under way, and early success is expected.

In the following, we first list the various layers required in
a complete circuit along wi th their functions . The process for fabri-
cating each layer is descri bed briefly. Then some of the special equip-
ment developed for carrying out these processes is introduced. Finally
we conclude wi th a discussion of some of the work which remains in-
complete,’some of the efforts which were unsuccessful , and speculation
on the future course of the project.

To place these fabrication efforts in the proper perspec-
tive, it is useful to describe the expected nature of a complete circuit.
Eleven layers will be present as shown in Table 1. The numbered items
in Fig. 1 correspond to the seven layers already fabricated in one of
our test circuits.

Forming each layer involyes two distinct procedures: forming
the material which comprises the layer, and patterning that material.
Below we will describe how each layer is formed, ~but because patterning
most of the layers is done by the same process, that process will be
described here. (Layers 1 and 2 are patterned differently as will be
described in the detailed discussion for those layers).

I

- 
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Table I

Layer Material Function

1 Niobium Ground plane. Defines magnetic field configuration
near junctions and forms stnipl ines from conductors
above it. -

2 Nb205 Insulator above ground plane.

3 SiO Additional insulator above ground plane. Low
dielectric constant and readily variable thickness
permit good control of stripline impendance.

4 AuIn~ Resistors for terminating striplines , voltage
dividers, etc.

5 Pb alloy Junction base electrode and stripline conductor.
Pb (88%)
In (8%)
Au (4%)

6 SiO Forms window through which barrier is formed.
Minimi zes anomalous effects at junction edges.

7 Pb 0 Insulating tunnel ing barrier formed by oxidizingX y base electrode.
InxOy

8 Pb alloy Junction upper electrode.
Pb (98%)
Au (2%)

9 SiO Insulator between junctions and control leads.

10 Pb alloy Control leads for junctions and additional
same as stripline conductors. -

layer 5

11 SiO Protective layer for entire circuit.

I
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Figure 1

Corner of chip used for observation of junction switching. The numbers
refer to l ayers described in Tabl e I: 1 , 2, and 3 are the Nb , Nb205 and
SiO (the ground plane and insulators); 4 is a resistor; 5 is the Pb
alloy base el ectrode; 7 is the tunnel barrier (lead oxide--at the overlap
of l ayers 5 and 8); 8 is the upper el ectrode for the tunnel junction .
This latter electrode connects to a strip line which is used to delay the
junction transition in a measurement of swi tching speed .
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11.1 Patterning with the Lift-Off Process
Layers 3 through 11 are patterned using a lift-off process.

Whil e this process is described bri efly here, detailed discussions are
in two of the attached papers and in interim reports for thi s contract.

In a lift-off process, the entire substrate is covered with
photoresist. The resist is exposed and developed to remove it in areas
where the substrate is to be coated wi th metal or insulator. Then the
metal or insulator is deposited onto the entire substrate. Finally the
substrate is ininersed into a solvent. The photoresist dissolves , causing
the material above it to flake off. The material which was not on top
of resist adheres to the substrate producing the desired pattern.

One difficulty coim~only occurs If material is unavoidably
deposited onto the edges of the resist layer. Thus when the resist Is
dissolved, edges of the material which remain may protrude upward lead-
ing to undesirable results in subsequent steps of the process. This
problem is elimi nated by producing photoresist layers which are under-
cut; that is, the top of the resist protrudes beyond the bottom.
Materials deposited on such a layer are thus discontinuous at the resist
edge. This process is illustrated by the scanning electron micrographs
(Fig. 1 and 2) found in the attached paper by Havemann , Hami lton and
Harr is. -

A further difficulty is with adequate adherence of the resist.
So far these difficulties have been successfully eliminated by applying
an adhesion promoter to the substrate just before coating it wi th resist.
The promoter is hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) mixed 1:1 wi th xylene. A
few drops are applied to a substrate and spun off. The resist is then
applied imediately.

11.2 Considerations for All Layers
With a large number of films present in a given circuit, It is

Important that films be continuous over the edges of previously deposited
films. This can be assured through the careful shaping of film edges to
produce smooth inclines for later films to cover. However, a much more
straightfor~ard method is simply to have each film be thicker than all
of those deposited before it. This is the approach which we have adopted.

Prior to the deposition of each of layers 3 through 11, the
substrate is rf sputter cleaned in argon. The sputtering is done at 25
watts rf power for 3 minutes .

_ _ _  • - - _ -



11.3 Substrates

The substrates are silicon wafers which are insulated with

Si02. These wafers have a 2 in. diameter and 0.010 in. thickness. They
are purchased from an outside vendor with the SiO2 already formed .

11.4 Layer 1 - Niobium Ground Plane
Niob ium is deposited onto the ground plane by e-beam evapora-

tion in an ul tra-hi ..1 vacuum system. It is subsequently patterned by

selective etching. The parts which are not to be etched are protected
by a patterned layer of Shipley AZ-1350J photoresist. The etchant is a
mixture of 1 part hydrofluoric acid, 9 parts nitric acid, and 20 parts
water, all measured by volume. The etching is done at room temperature

.and requires about 5 minutes. 
-

11.5 Layer 2 — Nb2Q~ Ground Plane Insulator

The Nb205 insulation is formed by anodizing the Nb ground
plane. Some areas of the ground plane must remain uninsulated , however ,
to permit electrical contact to it. One might think of using Shipley
1350 series resist to protect these regions from anodi zation. However,

the anodizing solution is a solvent for this resist. Therefore, the
- 0

areas of niobium which are to be uninsulated are coated wi th 1000 A of

alum inum patterned using the lift—off process. The anodization is
carried out in a solution (Hickmott and Hiatt, 1970) of 18 g of amonium
pentaborate in 200 ml of ethylene glycol . The thickness of the Nb205 is
approximately proportional to the anodization voltage, the ratio being

o o
in the range 22 to 24 A/volt. Layers of 1000 to 2000 A thickness have
been made. The protective aluminum layer is then removed in 50% H3P04
at 60°C.

11.6 Layers 3, 6, 9, and 11 — Sb
Silicon monoxide is evaporated in a high vacuum system, with a

pressure during evaporation of about 1 x 10 6 imi Hg. The material used
is a powder which is evaporated from a baffled source designed especially
for SlO. Both powder and source are cozm2ercially available. The SiO is
evaporated at a rate of about 10 A/s. JUnctions are often made through
windows, or holes, in layer 6. When junctions are formed more simply by
directly overlapping the electrodes layer 6 is omitted.

-~~~~~
_ _
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11.7 AuIn2_Resistors
The material used is Au In2, an intermetallic which is present

in the base electrode of the junction. We have made such resistors
consisting of 46 wt. percent Au and 54 wt. percent In. With total film
thickness of 2870 A the resistance was 0.03 ohms per square. Thinning
the films to 1435 A raised the resistivity to 0.1 ohms per square. No
difficulties whatsoever have yet been experienced wi th these resistors.
Further thinning of the films should increase the resistivity to a goal
of 1 ohm per square. These resistors have shown negligible resistance
change wi th up to 20 thermal cycles and room temperature storage for one
month. 

-

11.8 Layer 5 - Pb-In-Au Base Electrode
The base electrode is formed by a sequential evaporation of

0 0 0

500 A of In, 100 A of Au , and 3500 A of Pb. Duri ng the baking of photo-
resist for the next layer, these films intermix to form a homogeneous
alloy . The heat treatment is at 70°C for 25 minutes.

11.9 Layer 7 - Tunnel ing Barrier
The tunneling barrier is formed by oxidizing the base electrode

through openings in the photoresist pattern for layer 8 and the SlO of
layer 6. The oxidation process is described in two of the attached
papers and other references therein. It involves using rf sputtering in
oxygen to remove the surface of layer 5. Since the surface continually
reoxidizes, an equilibrium between the rate of removal of material and
the rate of reoxidation occurs. The equilibrium takes place at a spe-
cific oxide thickness essentially independent of the time taken (beyond
a few minutes). The oxygen pressure and the cathode self-bias voltage
are carefully controlled to produce the desired thickness.

11.10 Layer 8 - Upper Electrode
The upper junction electrode is formed through a sequential

deposition of 3000 A of Pb, 50 A of Au, and 2000 A of Pb. This deposi-
tion ininediately follows the formation of the oxide tunneling barrier
(without opening the vacuum system). Homogenization of the alloy is
promoted through baking of the photoresist In subsequent steps. In our

work we have always provided baking at 70°C for at least 50 mInutes, the
equivalent of two more layers.

- -- -~~-S - _ _ __ _ _  - 
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11.11 Layer 10 Pb-In—Au Control Electrodes (incomplete)
It is anticipated that this electrode will be made from the

same alloy as the base electrode. However, it will be thicker to pro-
vide for good edge coverage over the intervening layers. The presence
of indium In this electrode wi ll also promote its connection to other

• lead layers. If Indium were not present, connections to other layers
might often be Josephson junctions, rather than the superconducting
shorts which are desired.

III. EQUIPMENT DEVELOPED FOR FABRICATION
111.1 Computer Aided Design of Photomasks

Photomask patterns are made at ten times final dimensions
using a Gyrex 1001—4 digitally controlled pattern generator at the NBS
Boulder Laboratories. This machine exposes rectangles on a photographic
plate. The position and size of the rectangles are digitally controlled.
As part of this contract we have developed computer programs to aid in
the use of this machine.

The input to the machine is provided on punched paper tapes
containing code in a language analogous to machine language for a mini-
computer. The first program we have developed provides an English-like
language for specifying the location and size of the rectangles to be
exposed. It also provides the ability to define subpatterns and to

repeat them at arbitrary locations wi th variabl e size and rotation. The
output of the program is the machine language code which .can be Inter-
preted directly by the pattern generator.

The second program enables the computer to read the machine code
and plot the rectangles on a cathode ray tube terminal. Thus, the
person coding a pattern can quickly see errors and correct them.

111.2 Combined Sputtering and Evaporation System
• A combined sputtering and evaporation system has been assembled

for depositing resistors and lead alloys. The system has a number of
special features which are Important for fabricating superconducting
integrated circuits .

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---- - -_--



111.2.1 Sputtering System: A comercially available rf sputtering
system was modif ied so that it could be used to form the oxide tunne li ng
barrier. The modifications included reducing the capacity of the rf
power supp ly in order to increase its controllab i l ity at low power

• levels , and changing the rf power sensor and cathode self-bias meter to
obtain greater accuracy at low levels.

111.2.2 Pressure Control System: A commercially available system is
used to control the pressure during sputtering oxidation. This control

is important because the oxide thickness is a sensitive function of
oxygen pressure. The system can achieve pressure control of about
+0.005 microns at the 10 micron level . Routinely, it achieves +0.02

microns. -

111.2.3 Moving Sources: Since the alloys are evaporated sequentially,

it is important that each component be evaporated from the same point .

Otherwise, shadowing at the edges of undercut resist layers might lead
to different chemical composition at the edges of the films . The evap-
oration filaments are therefore on a movable carriage. The position is

controlled through a rotary vacuum feedthrough.

111.2.4 Film Thickness Monitor and Shutter Control: A commercial

quartz crystal film thickness monitor is used to determine the film
thickness on the substrate. The monitor can be programed to operate a

shutter when the film thickness reaches a predetermined value. Since the

moni tor has .a one second response time, exceedingly fast evaporations

lead to substantial thickness errors. Because rapid evaporations are 
-

important In achieving high density indium films , it is anticipated that
the monitor will be replaced by a faster one. At that time the evapora-
tion part of this system may be totally automated to eliminate human

error during the many steps in depositing these alloy films.

• _ _ _ _ _- --~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~- - -___ - •- - -_ _



IV. FUTURE FABRICATION IMPROVEMENTS
Further effort is required to improve the process for mak ing

Josephson junctions. Present yield is variable. During some periods ,

it is nearly 100%, but at other times, it is close to zero, even though
there is no apparent difference in the process. Some improvement in
this situation is obtained by using junctions made through SiO windows

(See Fig. 2). Also a correlation has been noted between the use of new
masks and good yield. As a result we are beginning to use hard surface
masks, rather than photographic ones, so that they may be cleaned be-
tween uses. While this problem with yield does not prevent us from
beginning to work on complete circuits , it does need a solution. Other-
wise detailed design work in the future will not proceed efficiently
because of the difficulty of making Josephson junctions whose properties
closely match design values .

Possibly related to these difficu lties in fabricating Josephson
junctions is our lack of success during a brief attempt at making junc-
tions having thinner electrodes. Such junctions should exhibi t increased
resistance to degradation during thermal cycling . Furthermore layers
placed on top of them could also be thinner and still have adequate edge

coverage. Further efforts wi th thinner junction electrodes are antici-

pated.
Several other minor improvements in the processes may be

possible. First, the use of an aluminum protective layer during ground
plane anodization is time consuming . It could possibly be replaced wi th
a type of resist which does not dissolve in the anodizing solution . The
resistivity of the resistors is not yet conveniently high. Efforts will
be made to decrease their thickness to solve this .problem . Finally,

control lines have not yet been fabricated. No significant difficulties

are anticipated with them, except possibly ones related to edge coverage.

Solution of the above problems will allow full attention to be devoted
• to circuit design and testing.

_____ _ _
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V. CIRCU IT CHARACTERIZATION
V . 1 Storage and Cycle Testing

Two important requirements for Josephson integrated circuits
are (1) the ability to remain unchanged during extended storage periods

and (2) the ability to wi thstand a number of cycles between room tempera-
ture and 4 K. We have fabricated a large number of test junctions

specifically to test these properties. Cycle testing was facilitated by

using the device described in the attached paper, “Automatic 300-4 K
Temperature Cycling Apparatus.” The results of these tests on ten
different junctions are plotted In Fig. 3. The curve shows normalized

• junction resistance at 4 K as a function of the number of thermal cycles.
In all cases, the junctions remained essentially unchanged up to about
10 thermal cycles and degraded rather rapidly thereafter. The number of
cycles survived was roughly inversely proportional to junction area
suggesting that random hillock growth is the destructive mechanism .

Periodic resistance measurements were also made on junctions
stored at room temperature and at -15°C (in the freezer compartment of
an ordinary refrigerator). The results are shown in Fig. 4. In general ,
the devices stored at room temperature showed large and erratic rests-

tance ..hanges while those stored at -15°C remained virtually unchanged
over the duration of the test period (3 months).

V.2 Gain Curve Measurement
One of the most Important parameters of a Josephson switching -

device is Its critical current as a function applied magnetic field.
This is often called the gain or diffraction curve. This curve must be
measured by sweeping through the I—V curve at each value of magnetic
field and recording the maximum value of the supercurrent (critical

current). An Instrument has been designed to perform the sweep opera-

tion and to automatically sample the bias current at the in~ .ant of
switching thus providing a direct measure of the critical current.
Using the instrument, gain curves can be traced out automatically on an

X-Y recorder. A block diagram for the setup is shown in Fig. 5. The
junction I-V curve is swept at about 20 Hz and displayed on a scope. At
the instant that the junction switches to the voltage state, the current
is sampled and stored. When the sample current is plotted vs. a slowly

• varying applied field, the gain is traced out. A circuit diagram for 
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• the elements in the dashed box is shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 7 i s an actual
curve produced wi th this set up. Since the junction used for Fig. 7 is
short relative to (the Josephson penetration depth), the curve has
the familiar (sin X) /X shape.

In “long ” junctions or multi-j unction interferorneters which
are fabricated over a ground plane, the field produced by the lead
current is a signifi cant part of the total field. The result is a
skewed gain curve wich can be tailored to achieve a gain substantially
greater than one-—a requirement for junctions used In mu ltilevel logic
circuits.

V.3 ~jgh Frequency Chip Mount
In order to take advantage of the high speed of Josephson

integrated circuits it is necessary to have a chip mount capable of
transmitting signals to and from the chip with very broad bandwidth.
Conventional wire bonded integrated circuit headers are unsuitable

because the inductance of the bonded wires severely limits bandwidth.
The Kovar leads used in almost every IC header available are also un-
suitable because they are magnetic. For these reasons we have fabri-
cated chip mounts specifically designed to obtain broad bandwidth on a
large number of leads. A cross section of the mount Is shown in Fig. 8.
A photograph of the assembled and disassembled mount is shown In Fig. 9.
The mount makes 24 pressure contacts to a 6 x 6 mm chip. The chip Is
accurately aligned and pressed against 24 gold plated copper tabs which -

contact 24 pads on the chip. The copper tabs are the ends of 50 c2
striplines etched on a standard 0.4 mm pc board. The last 0.5 nun of
each stripline tab Is peeled from the pc board In order to achieve a
small amount of individual spring pressure on each contact. The other
end of each stripline is connected to 50 ~2, RG-83 coax cables which
bring the signals out to room temperature. Since mi crostriplines on the

chip have impedances on the order of 1 c~, it is desirable to fabricate
impedance matching networks on the chip.

The performance of the chip mount was tested using a chip with
a single long (6 cm) microstripline shorted at one end. A schematic
diagram of the experiment is shown in Fig. lOa. A very fast (< 30 ps)
voltage step is produced by the tunnel diode generator and transmitted
onto the chip. Because of the large Impedance mIsmatch at the input to

- —~~~~~~~-~~ - —---
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the microstripl ine, the signal on the chip undergoes multipl e reflec-
tions. The rise time of the signal transmitted to the 50 ~2 line at each
of the reflections i s a measure of the rise time ach ieva b le with the
chip mount. The ampl itude of these signals can also be used to deter-
mine the impedance of the superconducting microstripline (see section
VI). Typical data shown in Fig. 10 b indicate a rise time of about 100
ps. Since this is for a signal transmitted onto the chip and back off
again, the actual contact rise time is about 100/12! = 70 ps. This cor-
responds to a bandwidth of 5 GHz. -

A second version of this chip mount has been made in which the
brass chip holder can be unplugged from the 24 coax cables. These
devices are very convenient for storing mounted chips and making simple
room temperature measurements. The extra connector in each line in-
creases the rise time to about 140 Ps.

With a relatively high speed mount available it is possible to
consider measurements of j unction swi tching time . A simple way of doing
this is to attach a junction to the end of a long microstripline. The
delay in the long line separates reflections in time so that it is not
necessary to fabricate an impedance matching network at the chip edge.
A slow-rise-time pulse launched into the microstripline will cause the
junction to switch producing a fast transition on the returning signal.
Since the amplitude of this fast transition is only a few millivolts it
is necessary to do signal averaging on the sampling scope output. A
block diagram of the experiment is shown in Fig. h a. The signal averag-

ing is accomplished by using a y vs. t recorder to control the sampling
time base and feeding the sampler output through a liw pass fi l ter to
the recorder y axis. •

There are two design considerations-in this very simple circuit.
First, as shown in Fig. lib, the junction will switch along a load line
defined by the characteristic impedance (Z2) of the microstrip line .
Thus , the junction critical current must be greater than Vgap/Z2• If

this is not the case, the junction will not switch to the full gap
voltage . The second requirement is that the drive voltage be large
enough to swi tch the j unction. Taking into account the reflection at
the chip mount, the required voltage is

V > I Z  2Z2
1 2
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Finally we should note that the amplitude of the observed transition
should be

v 2Z 1
$

The amplifying factor is also a result of the impedance mi smatch at the
chip mount.

Fig. 1 is a photograph of a corner of the chip used in this
experiment. The two stripllnes (8) are 25 ~i wide and are terminated in
junctions which are shorted to the ground plane in the lower left cor-
ner. The actual parameters used were Z2 

= 4.8 
~~~
‘ 

1~ = 2.3 mA. Figure
12 shows the data obtained. The first pulse is produced by the signal
generator and has a rise time of 5 ns. The reflected pulse has the
junction transition riding on it. The observed rise time is 70 Ps.
Since we expect a junction of this current density (300 A/cm2) to have a
rise time on the order of 10 Ps, the experiment s imply conf i rms the
known rise time of the chip mount. The observed amplitude is somewhat
less than expected. This is a result of low frequency dispersion caused
by skin effect losses in the cable leading to the chip mount. From this
data it is clear that meaningful measurements of junction switching
times will require on-chip techniques.

V I. SUPERCONDUCTING STRIPLINES
Accurate characterization of the superconducting striphines

which interconnect active devices on a microcircuit is essential to the

construction of high—speed Josephson-junction logic. In particular , the
stripl ine propagation velocity is required in estimating the time delay
of a logic stage and the stripline impedance must be matched to device

Impedances in order to minimi ze signal reflections. Characterization of
striplines has proceeded along both theoretical and experimental lines .

In a theoretical study, the BCS theory of superconductivity
was used to calculate attenuation and dispersion of striphines at high
frequencies. This study shows that superconducting striphines are
nearly ideal at frequencies below the superconducting energy-gap fre-

quency but have high attenuation and dispersion about the gap frequency.
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For Pb striplines this departure from ideal behavior at high frequencies
means that it will be difficult to transmit pu lses shorter than about a
picosecond across a microcircuit. A detailed account of this study
entitled “Picosecond Pulses on Superconducting Stripl’tnes ” appeared in
the January 1978 Issue of the Journal of Applied Physics and a copy is
Included In this report.

Experimental study has centered on the striphine circuit shown
tn FIg. 13. The circuit consists of a Nb groundplane, a layer of anodic
Nb205 and two 50 ~zm wide, 70 cm long strips of Pb-Au alloy which meander
back and forth over the oxide. The properties of such striplines were
studied using the.clrcuit of Fig. 14 in which the stripline, located in
a dewar, is connected to a signal -generator and an oscilloscope via 50 ~
coaxial lines. Two basic experiments can be performed using this circuit
configuration, a time-domain refl ectometer (TDR) experiment and a resonant
cavity experiment. - •

-In the TDR experiment the signal generator produces a step
function and the voltage V1 Is monitored as a function of time. A
typical TDR trace is shown in FIg. 15. The step produced by the voltage
generator appears here as a sudden increase In V 1 from 0 to 250 mV.
About 15 nS after this rise V 1 falls to about 10 mV. The fall in V 1 is
due to the arrival of a reflection from the discontinuity in impedance
between the 50 ~2 coax and the stripline. The magnitude of the voltage
reflected from the discontinuity in impedance allows one to calculate
the characteristic impedance ~f the stripline, in this case about 1 c2.
The staircase rise in voltage appearing after the initial fall results
as the signal bounces back and forth between the ends of the stripline,
and the 36 nS interval between the arrival of steps Is the time required
to traverse the 70 cm stripline. Thus the propagation velocity of the
stripllne is 3.9 * 10~ rn/s. In general, TDR allows one to measure the
characteristic impedance to better than an ohm and the propagation
velocity to within a few percent.

Zn the resonance experiment the voltage generator Is a frequency
sweep oscillator and an oscilloscope is used to monitor V0. Because of
the discontinuitles in impedance between the stripllne and the 50 ~ coax
at each end, the striphine acts as a resonant cavity and the voltage V0
reaches a maximum whenever the frequency of VG hits a cavity resonance.

• —~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Circuit for study of superconducting striplines .
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Figure 15

Time-domain reflectometer experiment . The steps result from reflections
from the discontinuities in imped ance between the 50 ~ coax and the
stripl m e .

Figure 16

Resonant cavity experiment. Here the stripline acts as a resonant cavity .

The horizontal axis is proportional to the exciting frequency. Resonance

occurs when an integer mu ltip le of the wavelength of radiation on the

striphine equals twice the length of the line.
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The condition for resonance is simply that an integer multiple of the
wavelength of radiation on the striphine equal twice the length of the
striphine. Fi g. 16 shows an oscilloscope trace of V0 as a function of
the frequency of VG. The spikes mark the frequency at which the reso-
nance condition is met. Measurement of the resonant frequency and
striphine length yield the propagati on velocity to one part in a thou-

— sand.
While it is not necessary to know the propagation velocity to

such high accuracy to design logic circuits, this Information is of
scientific interest In that it provides perhaps the only direct measure-
ment of the penetration depth of a superconductor. For a stripline In
which the strip and groundplane are of the same material , the propaga-
tion velocity is given by

v = c  I ~~~~~
~ + 2A

where c is the velocity of light in free space, s is the dielectric
thickness, ~ is the relative diel ectric constant, and A is the penetra-
tion depth. Because sk can be determined by a capacitance measurement
and v is known from the resonance experiment, the quantity s + 2 A can
be obtained to high accuracy. Thus, only an accurate measurement of s
is required to determine X, a fundamental superconducti ng parameter .
It is hoped that such measurements will be an important by-product of
stripline analysis.

Finally , the resonance experiment has been used to measure the

attenuation of superconducting striphines . InformatIon about losses is
contained in the width of the resonance spikes shown in Fig. 16 and this
Information has been used to generate the attenuation data shown in Fig.
17. At 4 K ft is seen that the attenuation is proportional to frequency.
The way in which the 4 K losses scale with dielectric thickness m di-
cates that they are dielectric rather than superconductor losses.
Uncorrelated hopping conduction, previously observed in anodic Nb205 at
room temperature (Fuschillo, Lalevic, and Annamalai , 1976), would explain
an attenuation proportional to frequency. At 6.7 K the attenuation
above 400 MHz is proportional to frequency squared, as expected for
superconducting losses.
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Measurements of stripline impedance and propagation velocity
are in quantitative agreement with theory. We further bel ieve that the

attenuation measurements can now be model led semi-quanti tatively by
theory. Thus, it is now possible to construct strip lines wi th the
predetermined characteristics necessary for a given logic circuit.

VIII. CIRCUIT MODELLING
Computer software packages for the analysis and design of

large electrical circuits have been available for many years, and widely
used In semiconductor technology. The packages are specifically de-.
signed to incorporate models of semiconducting devices, and are of
varying degrees of sophistication.

We have investigated about twenty of these software packages
for their applicability to large electrical circuits containing super-
conducting elements especially Josephson junctions. This investigation
has consisted of studying the literature, consulting with people familiar
with such programs, and experimenting with various programs made avail-
able to us at universities and commercially (the latter via remote batch
methods).

Only one such program (SCEPTRE, and its variants) has been
found to be powerful enough to handle Josephson j unctions directly,
without a modelling of the junction itself by means of an equivalent

circuit. IBM ’s ASTAP program can also handle Josephson junctions, but
they must be modelled. Further, we would have had to pay -a monthly
charge to IBM in excess of $1300, whereas SCEPTRE is free to us.

We originally attempted to obtain SCEPTRE from the Kirtland
Air Force Base Weapons Laboratory (AFWL ), the listed supplier of SCEPTRE.
Unfortunately for us, Kirtland has in the past year or two reassigned
its military people responsible for SCEPTRE. This resulted in long
delays in sending us the SCEPTRE tapes, then sending us the wrong tapes,
and finally sending a version of Extended SCEPTRE which has bugs in ft.
We, together with our computer systems people, identified and elimi nated
two such errors, and verified that the modified version worked for
simple circuits. However, we had littl e confidence in this particular
package and decided not to use it.
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Subsequently, we located a supporter of SCEPTRE (Picatinny
Arsenal). They sent us the tapes for SUPER*SCEPTRE, which is now in-
stalled and working on our system (CDC 6600). This version presumably
is correct, having been sent to some 50 other groups wi thout serious
complaint, according to Picatinny . We have compared this version of
SUPER*SCEPTRE with alternative direct calculational techniques, on
several simple circuits, and are satisfied wi th its accuracy. We have
found the people wi th whom we have dealt at Picatinny to be knowledge-
abl e and cooperative.

The version of SUPER*SCEPTRE sent us had limi ted plotting
options. We have modified the program so as to produce a file con-
taining all computed points, which we then use in our own plotting
package. This package makes use of DISSPLA , a powerful commercial
plotting program also installed on the CDC 6600. Plots are being made
on our new Tektronics 4014 CR1 and hard copy unit , which operates at
transmission rates up to 9600 BAUD.

We consider the entire package (modified SUPER*SCEPTRE plus
DISSPLA) to be quite suitable for our purposes. Although we have not
yet stretched SUPER*SCEPTRE to its limi ts, the many circuits analyzed
thus far have shown no intractable difficulties. SUPER*SCEPTRE is not
expected to be a perfect solution to our analysis problems , but we are

hopeful and anticipate that it will be a very valuable tool.
The circuit in Fig. 18 is used to provide an example of the

output of the SUPER*SCEPTRE_DISSPLA package. It contains two Josephson
junctions in parallel , separated by an inductance, and driven wi th a
sinusoidal current. This combination is one manifestation of a double-
junction SQUID. Fig. 19 shows the driving current, the voltage response

• at the second junction and the current in the inductance, each as a
function of time. The total cost to obtain this result, Including
computer time, line printer, and plotting , was about $6.

We anticipate using the program for simulating superconducting
and normal transmission lines , large-area Josephson junctions, multi -
junction SQUIDs or interferometers, and circuits with many Josephson
junctions.

• _ __ __ __ 
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Photo lithogra phic fabrication of lead alloy Jose phson
Junctions ~

R. H. Havemann.~ C. A. Hamilton, and Richard E. Harris
National Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colorado 80302

(Received 49 September 4 977; accepted 16 November 1977)

Techniques for the photolithographic fabrication o! thin-film Josephson junctions are presented
in detail, including metal liftoff processes. lead alloy composition, and formation of tunneling
junction barriers using plasma oxidation in an rf discharge. A comparison with earlier rf
plasma oxidation studies on Pb(In)-oxide-Pb junctions shows the tunneling resistance of
Pb(In,Au}-oxide-Pb(Au) junctions to be nearly two decades lower for a given oxygen
pressure in the rf discharge; this difference was attributed to the use of’ different alloys and
sputtering parameter measurement techniques in the respective studies. Typically, tunneling
resistance decreased by only 2% after ten thermal cycles, but decreased at an accelerated
rate with subsequent cycling. Room-temperature storage often induced downward resistance
changes on the order of 30% per month. Junctions stored at — 15C generally showed little
change after a period of three months.

PACS numbers: 85.25. -i-k

I. INTRODUCTION 
- 

posite’ and (2) profiling the photoresist by treating it after

Many attempts have been made to fabricate reliable Josephson exi,osure with chlorobenzene.7 In both methods, Shipley

devices which will survive repeated thermal cycling to 4.2 K. AZ-1350J8 photoresist was used.

These efforts have been stimulated by the growing list of The first method involveJ a sequence of steps which is

Josephson junction applications’: high-frequency detectors described elsewhere,’ and yielded an aluminum shadow mask
and mixers, voltage and other standards, SQUID (approximately 300 nm thick) supported by a photoresist layer

tometers, and computer switching elements. More recently, approximately 1.5 ~im thick. A lead alloy film evaporated onto

ultrahigh speed Josephson junction electronic circuits such th is mask is shown in Fig. 1. Note particularl y the “penum.

as analog-to.digital converters, sampling circuits, and counters bra” effect at the edge of the alloy film. This problem has been

have been proposed or constructed.2 Until recently, progress corrected b~ using movable sources so that each component

with all of these applications has been impeded because of the of the sequentially deposited alloy can be evaporated from

lack of adequately reliable and reproducible devices, the same point. Although a dramatic reverse bevel is obtained
TIns paper specifically addresses improved fabrication using this method, several tedious steps are involved, the

- I processes for thin-film lead alloy Josephson junctions, in- aluminum layer is subject to tearing, and resolution is limit-
chiding lift-off techniques, alloy composition, and tunneling ed.

barrier oxidation parameters. Although identical or very Consequently, a new single-step method of photoresist

similar processes have appeared in the literature,~~ a detailed profiling1 was adopted which produces a somewhat less

overview of the fabrication process is presented for corn- dramatic, but quite adequate, reverse bevel in the photoresist

pleteness. In addition, process parameters and device test itself. The new technique involves prebaking the photoresist

results are given for Pb(In,Au)-.oxide-Pb(Au) J~~ p~~~n at a reduced temperature (70GC, instead of 90°C, for 25 mm ),

junctions. These alloy junctions are particularly important increasing the exposure to uv by a factor of 2, soaking the
‘ I

from the standpoint of an improved thermal cycling capa- wafer for 10 mm in chlorobenzene following exposure, and

bility. finally, overdeveloping the pattern (2 mm in Shipley AZ de-
velop& diluted 1:1 with water). A profiled photoresist layer

II. UFT-OFF TECHNIQUES with over laid lead alloy film is shown in Fig. 2. Note that the
undercut in the photoresist suffices to separate the electrode

• 
An important consideration in the fabrication of thin-film from the layer to be lifted off” ; the edge of the electrode

Josephson junction circuits is to avoid damaging electrode maintains a smooth profile after lift off if the evaporation

• surfaces in processing Consequently, the lift-off method’ was source is near the substrate normal.
used in preference to alternative methods of chemical etching
and sputter etching. However, a reverse bevel profile for the III. ALLOY COMPOSITION
photoresist edge is generally required to provide separation
between the desired pattern and portions to be lifted off” ; Alloy films of lead with indium and/or gold were used

edges. Two methods were employed to obtain the required induced by thermal cycing.~.’° During warming, thermal
otherwise, tearing will occur and lead to jagged electrode primarily for their reported resistance to hillock formation

reverse bevel: (1) formIng an aluminum—photoresist corn- expansion leads to compressive stresses in the plane of the film

392 4. Vac. Sd. Technol. 15(2) March/AprIl 1978 0022-5355/78115024392S01.OO 0 1918 Ainarlcan Vacuum SocIety 392
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— - -, are strongly dependent upon oxide layer integrity and
thickness; indeed, the tunneling resistance of Pb-oxide—Pb

LEAD ALLOY junc tions changes by more than a decade for each 0.4-nm
change in oxide thickness.’° Thus, oxide layer formation must
be controlled in a repeatable fashion if Josephson junction
circuits are to be reliably made.

Both predictable and consistent oxide tunneling barriers
~ ALUMINUM . an be fabricated by low.power rf sputter etching in an oxy-—, C

gen plasma.56 The process involves a continuous sputter
• 

~~~~
‘ 

~ P UMBRA etching and reoxidation of the electrode surface. Substrate
temperature, oxygen pressure, rf power (or cathode self-bias),
and time are variables which must be controlled , although

- eviden&.° indicates that the sputter etching and oxidationF; 
__________ 

process for pure Pb eventually approaches an equilibrium -
_____ - state and thereafter barrier thickness is constant, independent

~~~~ - ~~. -  - - - 

- 

~~~- - ‘i of time.
Fsc~ I. Lead aiioy film evaporated onto an aluminum shadow mask. The For purposes of this study, oxidation time and cathode
phctorrsist layer supporting the mask is appro,dmatelv 2 sin thick. self-bias (CSB) were held constant while oxygen pressure was

varied from run to run. Although no attempt was made to
measure substrate temperature, the substrates were provided

which can cause hillock growth.” Hillock growth can be cx- with thermal backing’7 and pressed against the water-cooledtremely detrimental to Josephson junction devices, since cathode. Immediately prior to oxidation, substrates werepenetration of the oxide tunneling barrier by a hillock will cleaned by sputter etching in an argon atmosphere of 0.8 Paprobably result in an electrical short. (6 X 10~~ Torr) for 2 mm at 0.082 W/cm2 or 70 V of CSB.
The first electrode was formed by sequential evaporation Subseijuent oxidation was in pure oxygen at pressures m di-

of 50 nm of In , lonm ofAu ,and 35o nm of Pb.’ZlSThe alloy cated in Fig. 3, maintained for 10 mm with a CSB of 45 V.is formed during the photoresist prebake cycle (70°C for 
~~ corresponding to an rf power density of approximately 0.055m m )  which precedes exposure of the second electrode pattern. W/cm2. Sustaining a constant CSB may require small ad-One might expect subsequent oxidation of the alloy surface justments in rf power or matching conditions during oxidation,

to produce a homogeneous mixture1’ of 1n203 and PbO ~fl and further adjustments may be required for different oxygen
similar proportions to the elemental content of In and Pb. pressures. It should be noted that the values of CSB given areHowever, Auger studies~ have shown that indium in the alloy system dependent since measurement of CSB is known to load
is preferentially oxidized; oxides of Pb(In) alloy thin films are the discharge.’8
indium enriched in concentrations which depend on specific As seen from Fig. 3, the measured tunneling conductance
alloy composition and film thickness. For Pb(In) alloys con- per unit area (and critical current density calculated there-tam ing more than 30 at. % In, the surface layer of the oxide from as discussed in Sec. V) is inversely proportional to ap-has been found’5 to be pure 1n20,. The p eferential OXIdSti Ofl - proximately the fourth power of oxygen pressure. This result
of indium has been attributed’2 to the higher free energy 0f differs from earlier work on Pb(In)—oxide— Pb junctions,5
1n203 formation compared with PbO.

Since the potential barrier height of In2O~,is lower than that 
-
~ ,, _

I., - “—-~‘c~:~of PbO, similar tunneling currents can be obtained with a • , . 
~~~~~~~~~~thicker layer of In2O~ than PbO—an apparent advantage in - ...“

‘
- —‘. 

. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~terms of tunnel junction reliability.’0

The second electrode consists of a sequential evaporation 
~~~~~~~ ~i ~~~~~~of 300 nmof b,5nm of Au,and 200nm of pbL’tSince ln has 

~, 
~~~~~~~~~ 4 LEAD_ALLOY P- 4~

a higher free energy of oxide formation than Pb, It must be .~~~~~~~..
I 

- 

~~~ ~~~~
.. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

.
excluded from the second electrode to avoid the tendency for ~~~ . . 

~oxygen in the barrier to diffuse into the second electrode ~ ~~~~~~

where it could form stable oxides. Although the Pb(Au) alloy

Pb(In,Au) alloy,9 junctions typically survive many thermal _________
exhibits a greater tendency for hillock formation than the

cycles as discussed in Sec. V. The second electrode is heat L - “
~ 

. .1 
rqoToRcslsrtreated for 50 mm at 70°C during subsequent photoresist 

•baking ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~. 

-
~~~~~

‘ ‘~~ -*~ .. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ . a
IV. OXIDATION - ~ .~~~~.:.~~~~

I.r4z.pu ~~~~~~~~

A crucial step in the fabrication of thin-film Josephson ~~~~ - 
~~
‘ ‘ —j~~~~~~~~~ yiu..’1

junctions is the formation of an oxide tunneling barrier which FIG. t L eSJ alloy film evaporated onto a profiled 1-sam-thick photoresid
is typically only a few nanometers thick. Junction properties layer.
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OXYGEN PRESSURE (MI LL TT OPR) To discuss this structure it is helpful to introduce a small
3 4 5 ô 7 8 ~ 10 15 20 30 number of parameters (chosen for convenience of measure-

: ‘ ‘ ‘ ment) by which the I—V curv e can be characterized . The
~ \ : 10 current throug h the junction is measured at 2 and at 3 mV;

: : that is. just below the gap and just above it. Each of these
\O - s currents is divided into the corresponding voltage to give re-

2 \ sistances R~ and R3, respectively. The ratio of R 3 to R2 pro-
\ vides a measure of the excess current; the ratio is small for

- 2 small excess current and large for large excess current. For a
• 

- 

10 \ typical ‘good” junction , R5/R2 falls in the range 0.15—
• : \o 102 A1

5 
0.25.

~~ ~ : ‘\ \ Since externa l magnetic fields often suppressed the mea-
• .~~ - \ s ~ sured critical current, the critical current scale of Fig. 3 was

\ calculated theoreticall y. In the absence of a theory for lead
2 \ \ - 

~ alloy junctions, a model was chosen in which the current
\ - 2 ~ through the junction is the sum of the current that would be

— 4 ‘ . -10 “ observed in a pure lead junct ion and the current through a
FR~~ 1 REF”\ . \ :10 1 ~ parallel resistance (corresponding to the observed excess

- 
.5  \ \: ~ current). The ratio of the critical current I~ to the jump in

- \ o~ ~ ~ quasiparticle current at the gap has been calculatecP9 to be
- \ - ~ 0.755. Using extrapolations to the gap from the R 2 and R3

2 - \ - ~ values, we find t~ = 1.925 X 10” (I/R3 — 1/R2). From the
- \ - 2  ~ I-V cUrveU~Fig. 4, R2 = 1!Z, and R 3 = 0.2~~l. Based on the

1O~ : \ formula above, the theoretical value of I~ is 6.8 mA, which
\ - 

is only slightl y greater than the 6 mA observed.
\ : The origin of the bump at 1.3 mV is unclear. However,

- \ - similar structure has been observed20 in junctions having
- : Pb(Au) alloy electrodes and has been attributed to tunneling

2 - \. from pure lead into the intermetallic AuPb3, combined with

2 
- the usual tunneling from Pb to Pb. A similar explanation may

- io2 a - a be possible for the present alloys. It has also been shown9 that
0.5 1 2 3 the Pb(in ,Au) alloy consists of Pb-In solid solution and the

OXYGE N PRESSURE (Pa) intermetallic AuIn2. Thus one can speculate that the structure
Fic. 3. Conductance per unit area of rf-sputter .oxldlzed tunnel junctions in Fig 4 is due to tunneling from a combination of Pb—in solid
as a function of oxygen pressure. Cathode self-bias was regulated at 45 V 

~~ solution and AuIn2 in the lower electrode into a combinationrf power was approximately LOW during oxidation. The line dra~~ through
the points is prvportlonal to the fourth power of oxygen premare. The lower of Pb and AuPb3 in the upp er electrode. Measurements as a
line shows similar results from Ref. S and illustrates the great seasltlvity of function of temp erature , which have been made2° to deter-
the process to alloy composition and measurement of the oxidation param- mine the gap of AuPb3, would further clarify the origin of this
eters. The scale on the right gives th. theoretical critical current density as structure.
calculated in Sec. V using 0.2.

:~ where tunneling conductance is lower by approximately two -.. - ,. -~ ------~~~~~~~~
- .~~~ -~~~— ----~e-.~~

orders of magnitude and Is found to be inversely proportional 4
to the cube of oxygen pressure This may be due to the use of - — I --_____
different alloys and sputtenng conditions (or differences in 

- h. I ~____~~_~ _._ 
I 

— -

measuring them) in the respective studies. .
- -

.- ; _ . •
• • . 1 -  •~ . 

•. I ,
- . —

•

V. I—V CHARACTERISTICS - - . :. .. ;; ‘ . .

The current—voltagecharactesistlcof a typicai Pb(In,Au)- ‘- l - :  - . k- ~
oxide-.Pb(Au) Junction Is shown in Fig. 4. The supercurrent
at zero voltage and jump in current at theenergy gap(about .. ~

.._4 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~25 mV) are typical of tunnel junctions made of pure lead , , -
WelI-known Flske modesare revealed by structures around .;.... _

•~~~~~
_ . .

i.i a.ai’ _6.~~... £.. .• .~ 
-
~~~~0.7 mV. In contrast to pure lead junctions, the alloy junct ions

exhibit a current Jump at about 1.3 mV and significant current Ftc. 4. Curresil-voltage characteristic of ~ lead alloy Josephson junction.
L Since the junction was not magnetically shielded, the cntlcal current may

(usually referred to as excess current) is observed below me not exlsiisit maximum value. The junction had a critical current density of
gap. This current Is probably due to Intrinsic properties of 1 x 10 &i~ ’ _ -- in Its 16th thermal cycle when this curve was ab-
alloy junctions. taIn.d. Vertical axis S mA/div-. horizontal axIs 1 mV/div.
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VI. THERMAL CYCLING AND STORAGE been formed by an oxidation process which permits critical - 
-

if- .
The ideal” Josephson junction could be stored indefinitely current densities to be obtained over a three-decade range.

It is expected that further experience with these processes willat room temperature and cycled to 4 K at will—without ~~° produce additional improvement.ticeable changes in device performance or characteristics. ~.. -

Although no such ideal performance has been reported , the ACKNOWLEDGEMENTPb( In ,Au) alloy films offer considerable improv ement in
: 1 thermal cycling capabi lity over ear lier pure lead and Pb( In) For helpful conversations we wish to thank W. Anacker ,

alloy films.9 M. Hatzakis , C. Kircher , J. Matisoo, T. VanDuzer , and H.
Three samples having five junctions each (with areas of 180 Zappe. D. Larson and C. Wallace prov ided invaluable tech- s-

to 1800 ~im2) were cycled extensively. 1—V characteristics nical assistance. Research is partially supported by the Office
changed by less than 2% during approximately the first ten of Naval Research under contract numbers N00014-77-F-
thermal cycles. Thereafter, both R3 and ft2 decreased more 0048 and N00014-77-F-0019.
rapidly and R2 was typically down by a factor of 2 after about
50 thermal cycles. Furthermore, the ratio R3/R 2 began in- -

creasing after about ten cycles, indicative of larger excess •1Contributions of t1~. National Bureau of Standards , not subject to copy-
current. Not all of the junctions exhibited changed 1-V right -

characteristics or junction failure after the same number of b)NRC postdoctoral fellow.
‘References for specific devices can be found in L. Solymar, Supercon.cycles. The resistance ratio R3/R2 remained less than 0.75 for d,~~ior Tunneling and Applications (Wiley, New York, 1972).a minimum of 15 and a maximum of 76 thermal cycles. sy~s~ K1~ I~, I) ig~~ of Technical Paper s of the IEEE Mtenaglonoj Solid State

Generally, the larger the junction, the earlier changes in Circuits Conf.. 18 Feb. 1977 (to be published).
junction characteristics occurred during thermal cycling. 8J . H. Greiner. S. Basavaj ab, and L Ames. J. Vac Sd. Technol. 11, 81

These observations are consistent with the hypothesis that (1974).
4K. Crebe, I Ames, and A. Cinzberg, J. Vac. Sd. Technol. 11, 458changes in junction characteristics are caused by hillocks (1974)puncturing the oxide barrier and inducing microshorts. It has 5J. H. Creiner , J. AppI. Phys. 42,32(1971).

been observed that hillock growth in films of these alloys is ‘j. H. Creiner . J . Appl. Ph ys. 45,32(1974).
initiated after a certain numbe r of thermal cycles, and is ?B. J. Canavello, M. Hatzakis. and J. M. Shaw, IBM Tech. Disc. BulL 19,4048
followed by an accelerated growth on subsequent cycles.9 A ~~~~~

5Certaln materials are identified in this paper in order to adequately specif ysimilar pattern of hillock groWth rn unctious tested ~~~ experimental procedure. In no case does such identification imply roe-explain the observed increasing rate of change in ft 2 and ft g ommendation or endorsement by the National Bureau of Standards. nor ~~~. -after about the tenth thermal cycle, does it imply that the material is the best available for the purpose.
In addition to the problem of thermal cycling, junction ‘S. K. Lahlri , J. Vac. Sd. Technol. 13, 148(1976).

resistance graduall y changes during room temperature stor- 10J ~ M . Eldridge. J . Matlsoo, and IBM U.S. Patent No. 3,816,173, 11 June
1974. ~ .- 

-

age. It was found that annealing junctions at 70°C for 50 mm 11~~~• ChaUd11~ari. J. AppI. Phys. 45, 4339(1974).substantially accelerated this aging process and thereafter ,~i Ames and IBM U.S. Patent No. 3,852,795, 3 Jan. 1973.
yielded more stable devices. However , even these devices, ‘3A quartz crystal film thickness monitor was assumed to obey the relation
when stored at room temperature, often showed downward . .~f $12 where ~?sf is the frequency shift, pis the density of the film, and
resistance changes on the order of 30% per month. Recently I iS tist f ilm thickness.

fabricated junctions have been stored at —15°C These ~~~~~ 
‘4For simplicity we refer to Tn~O~ and PbO. We are not certain that these

oxides are in fact stoiehiometrlc.have shown little or no degradation over a storage period of ‘EN. j . ci~~. s. K. 1,alurt , and B. Hammer, J. Chem. Pliys. 63, 2758
3 months. (1975)-

~~ M. Eldridg. and J . Matlsoo , Proceedings of the 12th Internatio,wJ
VII. CONCLUSIONS Conference on Low Temp erature Physics, edited by £ Kanda (Keigaku,

Tokyo, 1971). p. 427.
While some of the work described in this paper is prelim- 1TFcr example. Type 120 Thermal Joint Compound, Wakefield Engineering, ;4.

buy, the junctions were produced by controllable processes Inc., Wahefield, MA. (See Ref. 8).
“Our mater lmpedance is 4 Mftand had substantially improved thermal cycling and storage “B E. llama, B. C Dynes. and D. M. Ginsberg. Plays. Rev. B 14, 993 -~~~~properties when compared to those fabricat ed from pure lead (1975). -by more conventional techniques. In addition, barriers have ‘°S. Basavalah and S. K. LahIrt, J. Appl. Phys. 43,2773(1974).
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*1.FAST SUPERCOND UCTING INSTRUMENTS

Richard E. Harris and C. A.Hamilton -

National Bureau of Standards
Electromagnetic Technology Division

Boulder , CO 80303

ABSTRACT

The emerging technology for fabricating superconducting
integrated circuits offers the possibility of remarkable new
instruments. The advantages of this form of electronics are
high device speed and low dissipation, combined with lossless,
dispersionless, properly terminated transmission lines. A
number of possible new instruments are presented . It is shown
tha t a small group can successfully fabricate the superconducting
integrated circuits required for these new instruments.

INTRODUCTION

Scientific experimentation, military devices , and the poten-
tial arrival of very fast computers all require new fast ~measure—
ment capabilities. Josephson tunneling logic is a compelling can-
didate for this new class of instruments. Its known high speed and
low power dissipation, its past successes in this field (some
Josephson instruments are now available co ercially), and its
newly developed fabrication technology make it most attractive .
In the following we shall discuss some of the requirements of
fast instruments, indicate how superconducting electronics meets
those requirements , and give a few examples of the kind of
instruments that might result. Finally, we discuss progress
toward such instruments at the National Bureau of Standards , as
an example of what can be accomplished by a small group.

I. RBQUIREMENT S 
-

Speed

The speed of a Josephson junction is at least as great as the
fastest semiconductor devices. Its intrinsic response time [1] has
been shown to be determined by the superconducting energy gap 2~ as

- 

r~~— iS/2~ .

For lead , which has an energy gap of 2.5 x 1O”~ mV, t~ — 0.27 ps .

*Contribution of the National Bureau of Standards. Not subject to
copyright.
tSupported in part by the Off ic. of Naval Research under contracts
N00014—77—y—0048 and N00014—77—F—O0].9.
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A more s€~rious limitation is due to the intrinsic capacitance
C of a typical Josephson device which consists of two planar -

electrodes separated by an exceptionally thin insulating layer.
An R.~C time constant (R.4 is the junction nortal state resistance)
prov~des a measure of the response time of the device (2]. Al-
though data on this time constant are scarce for the alloys from
which junctions are usually made, Rw can be estimated from a
paten t (3] for an alloy of Pb with E.5Z In. The capacitance C can
be approximated from other data. The resulting depend ence of R.~Con the current density j~ and the barrier thickness is shown by
the solid line in Fig. 1. The left ordinate gives RNC normalized
to the intrinsic response time. The right ordinate gives the
time in ps for a lead alloy junction. The numbers along the
curve give the oxide thickness in Angstroms. The x’ s are actual
values from several papers. The figure is probably correct
to half an order of magnitude . Reliable junctions have been
commonly fabricated with critical current densities up3tc’ at2

1000 least 2 x 10 A/cm . ThisI I I ‘ corresponds to RNC/T T —
Q~50A 13. Thus for lead , R.~C —

I — 100 3.5 ps , an extremely ~Low
45 value when compared to

- x . conventional electronic
*5s~ devices.

100 — _ I The fastest junction
\ I~ . I. reported in an operational

- I logic device bad j =
‘ 4 h c

~~ 
-
~~ 

— 10 ~ 2.8 x 10 A/cm (R~C —

\3o 1 0.87 ps) . It may ~lso be
- \,,

~ 
. ~ possible to fabricate

‘t25 ~ 
Z reliable devices having

10 — . higher critical current
CommenI~ achi eved \ - 2 densities. Thus R.MC times

5 - vai u,s as ~ ~~ ~~~ approaching the intrinsic
\ ~ 

— i p s  device limi t may be possible.
- 

\is~ Other parameters serve to
2 - 

. - 
~~ \J - make it difficult to

X achieve this performance inIntn nnc 0,vics Limit i nb 
— a circuit, but at least one

\ - calculation (4] suggests
- 

‘

~~~~ switching times shorter
t J I I I than 1 ps will be possible.

io 2 io~ ig~
¼ (amp/cm 2 I 

-

Fig. 1. Response time of a
Josephson tunnel junction , when
limited by RNC, as a function ofcritical current density j. 

-
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Dissipation 
- 

-

High speed devices necessarily require small size. Recall
that signals propagating at the speed of light travel at most
0.3 ~n (0.012 in.) in 1 ps. If an instrunent consists of many
interconnected elements which must interact with each other with-
in the response time of the instrument, then its maximum size will
be determined by the desired speed of operation. We must thus con-
sider the possibility of 1 pa instruments which have a maximum
dimension of only a few tenths of a mm .

If the elements in a circuit are located close together , the
total dissipation must be sufficiently small that the operating
temperature can be maintained. The heat produced by very fast
conventional devices already places a severe limit on the number
which can be located on the same integrated circuit chip .

Heat dissipation has been shown to be of fundamental origin by
Keyes (5]. It varies as the square of the operating temperature.
Thus cryogenic devices should offer significant reductions in dis-
sipation.

In particular, Josephson junctions offer  1000 to 10,000 times
lower dissipation than semiconductor devices . Thus while the density
of fast semiconductor devices is seriously limited , it should be
possible to fabricate rather complex superconducting integrated cir-
cuits without serious dissipation problems. For this reason, low
dissipation is probably a more significant advantage of superconducting
electronics than the high speed of the Josephson junction. For
example , the Tr ansferred Electron Device (TED) exhibits a response
time which is comparable to that of a Josephson junction , but the
heat dissipation is much greater .

Terminated Superconducting Transmission Lines -

Superconducting technology offers not only a remarkably fast ,
low—dissipation active element , but also makes possible the use of
nearly lossless, dispersionless microstrip lines ( 6] . These lines
are composed of a superconducting ground plane, covered by an -

insulator, with a narrow superconducting strip on top. Their high
quality persists from dc up to frequencies approaching that of the
superconducting energy gap, about 700 GHz (7]. In contrast , the
miniati~irization of normal state lines for use in integrated circuits
produces excessive dispersion and loss.

The usual technique in superconducting circuits is to transmit
signals from one logic level to the next via overlaid control lines.
These lines can be accurately terminated with a resistor (6]. This
is another important advantage since it reduces interference from
reflections and maintains the highest possible speed.

_ _ _ _ _  •Th_— - -- -- —_-— -.



II. EXAMPLES OF POSSIBLE SUPERCO~’DUCTING INSTRUME NTS

The use of new lithographic techniques for fabricating super—
conducting circuitE makes possible not only fast new instruments,
but also improvements in superconducting instruments of existing
design.

Extensions of Existing Techniques

The ac Josephson effect now provides a reference voltage with
which the U. S. legal volt is maintained. This reference is of the
order of 5 to 10 mV. As we shall see below, lithographic thin film
fabrication techniques may make possible a substantial increase in
this reference level.

The use of arrays of Josephson junctions as microwave detectors
offers promise. Such arrays would have higher impedance and lower
saturation levels than single junctions. Their fabrication is car-
ried Out conveniently only by using lithographic techniques. Ad-
ditionally, the use of the quasiparticle curve as the nonlinear
element in a detector [8] may be a significant competitor for exis-
ting devices. -

Present SQUIDs are rf biased primarily because of the difficulty
of fabricating more than one junction in a device. Dc biased SQUIDs,
consisting of at le:st two Josephson junctions fabricated lithograph-
ically, would not require the complicated room temperature rf biasing
circuitry, but would still provide the sac~e or better sensitivity and
signal—to—noise ratio. The new fabrication techniques might also
allow a low noise superconducting amplifier to be placed on the same
chip as the SQUID.

Finally another paper at this conference suggests the replace-
ment of the whisker—type contacts normally applied to frequency
synthesis with a Josephson thin film device (9].

Important Elements of New Instruments

There are a variety of possible new instruments. Those to be
discussed here make use of two simple components, a current comparator
and a sample—and-hold circuit. Some instruments may also make use of
digital logic. -

Current Comparator

A Josephson gate is essentially a current comparator. In dig-
ital circuits it must determine only whether a signal represents a
“0” or a “1”. However, it can also be used in an analog sense [10].
If the gate is biased in the zero voltage state with some current
flowing through it, then the gate will switch at some well—defined
current flowing through the control line over the gate. One can
vary the switching point by providing a bias current through a
second control line over the gate. Thus an adjustable current

--~~~ _________________ 
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comparator results. It should operate as fast as any Josephson
gate —— that is, ultimately in less than 1 ps.

Sample—and—Hold

Sample—and—hold circuits are used to sample a signal in a very
short time, and maintain it until it can be characterized by a slower
device. One possible kind of superconducting sample—and—hold device
would store a persistent current in a superconducting loop. The
current would be switched in and out of the loop using a Josephson
junction. Since the maximum flux in~~~ e loop , LI , is quantized in
units of the flux quantum, 2.07 x 10 Wb , the in~uctance of the
loop would have to be large enou gh to per mit the loop to contain
enough flux quanta to achieve the desired resolution. The speed
of response of such a simple circuit would be determined by the
time required for the Josephson junction to go from the normal state
to the superconducting state. Times as short as 1 Ps might be
achieved.

Logic Circuits

Logic operations may also be essential in some instruments. A
counter for example must perform logical operations. Such elements
of an instrument might be quite similar to those in superconducting
computers.

A Few Possible Josephson Instruments

Analog Sampling Device

Published (10] and unpublished reports of sampling devices suggest
that such instruments have already been constructed having a time
resolution of a few ps. Such sampling devices are constructed from
current comparators of the type described above. Present conventional
sampling oscilloscopes have a time resolution of about 25 ps.

Fast Counters

It should be possible to construct fast counters using super—
conduc~ing technology. The speed of response would be determined
by the speed of the circuitry for the least significant bit. More
significant bits would change state more slowly and would therefore
not be as important. Careful engineering of the first stage might
bring the response time down to a few picoseconds, corresponding to
a counting rate of order 500 GHz. Present maximum counting rates are
about 500 MRz.

A/D Converters -

In conventional electronics the fastest analog—to—digital con-
verters are of the parallel type. That is, the converter contains



one current (or voltage) comparator for every possible level of the
input analog signal. Thus , a 4—bit converter might have 16 corn—
parators. Subsequent circuitry then condenses the 16 bits of level
information into a 4—bit binary word . A similar design in super-
conducting technology would also provide the highest possible speed.

A/D conversion is subject to limitations . One cannot accurately
digitize a signal which is changing fas ter than the resolution of the
converter. Thus, sample—and—hold circuits are used to maintain a
signal until it can be digitized. The aperture time t of a sample—
and—hold circuit may determine the fastest signal whicft~can be digitized.During th~s period the signal is allowed to change no more than one
part in 2 for an n—bit converter. Assuming a sine wave at frequency f,
one finds

f _ (lT 2
n

t )max ap

Thus the achievement of the minimum aperture time represents a high
priority task if extremely high—speed A/fl converters are to be
realized. For example, sampling with 4—bit accuracy at a rate of
about 10 GHz would be possible with aperture times below about 15 Ps.
Present A/D converters having this accuracy operate in the range of
hundreds of MHz. A long range goal might be to reduce t below a fewap

Digital Instruments for Real—Time Signal Processing

Given a high—speed digital technology, it becomes possible
to conceive of real—time app1ica~ions of computational techniques
‘ihich previously were done off—line, or which could be applied only
~o very slow signals. One such exa~mple involves Fourier analysis
of signals. Such signals might pass through a superconducting A/D
converter of the type discussed above, and then be digitally analyzed
using a special—purpose fast Fourier transform processor designed to
perform these calculations at the highest possible speed. Such an
FFT processor could produce a variety of instruments. Digital filters
could be produced which might have rapidly tunable frequency, lineshape, -

etc., possibly controlled by the incoming signal. In addition a multi—
channel spectrum analyzer having high speed and a large number of
channe?.s should be feasible. Such analyzers are now being developed,
using conventional technology. This device could also be coup!_d
with processing, possibly using special purpose pattern recognition
circuits, to examine the data in real time. -

III. PROGRESS TOWARD SUPERCONDUCTING THIN FILM INSTRUMENTS
AT THE NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARD S

While the preceeding discussion suggests a number of possible
areas in which superconducting electronics can make significant con-
tributions, there remains the question of the difficulty of fabricating
them. Our experience shows that considerable success can be achieved
by a group of three people. The following discussion of our problems
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and successes is off e’ i:- ~ for the consideration of others who might
enter the field or at- -~pt to assess its future impact.

The effort is ab . - two years old. The first year was largely
concerned with the procurement and assembly of the required equipment.
This includes a complete mask—makin g facility , three vacuum evapo-
rators , and the equipment required to do photoresist lift—off pro-
cessing. The work to date has been largely directed towards repro—
ducing techniques reported in the literature.

• Considerable time was devoted to the production of photoresist
layers with sufficient undercutting so that tearing would not occur
in the lift—off process. If the deposited metal layer is connected
where it crosses the edge of the photoresist, it will tear during
lift—off and ragged edges result. The method finally adopted involves
soaking the photoresist in chlorobenzene (11] prior to development.

Figure 2 shows such a
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

- photoresist layer with
4000 ~ of lead alloy

- 
- . . 

~~ ~~~~~~~~~ 
deposited on top. The

- JI ~~~~~~~~ -~1 Profiling chlorobenzene treatment
; ... • ..~,j  ~ - a -  -- --

~~
-
~~~~~~ ,~

- results in an undercut
of about 2000 ~ . which

• ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
is sufficient to make

~~ ~~ 
-- :  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ the deposited film

~ —~:-\ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ discontinuous at the 
edge.

r ~- 
- 

:-~
-.. Control of edges

- - - - .  
-  is essential for the

~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
-

-

• 
- . —‘~ —~~~~~

; : -  - 
- :.—

~- -  production of junctions

~.- 
•

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
- -

~~~~ 
with good I-V curves

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ and predictable critical
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ currents . Our measure

~J~G - 20.000 X of the quality of a
-

~~~~~~~~~ junction is the ratio
Fig. 2. Lead alloy film evaporated on of the instantaneous
a 2 pm thick photoresist layer. The resistance at 2 mV to
photoresist is undercut due to treat— that at 3 mV (i.e.,
ment with chlorobenzene. 2 mV/I(2mV) and 3 mV/

- I(3mV)). Typical
values of this ratio
for our good junctions
are five to six. While

it is possible to fabricate good junctions by simply overlapping
the electrodes, we have found that junctions made through windows
in a layer of silicon monoxide are more consistently of high quality.

The oxide barriers are formed by rf sputter oxidation [12].
Figure 3 gives an indication of the reproducibility and trans-
ferability of the process. The figure plots the critical current
density as a function of oxygen pressure for fixed rf power and an
oxidation time of ten minutes. The bottom curve is derived from
the paper which first reported this technique (12]. We do not

_ _ _ _ _- - -~~~~~~~ -~~~
-
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OXYGEN PRESSURE (mihitorr) characterize our rf con—
3 5 10 30 ditions- in the same way,

I but a comparison of this
10 

~~~
‘ ‘\ 1

0 
1 

curve with ours illustrates
\ \ : the great sensitivity of

- \ \ ~~ : .~~~~ the process to the rf
~~~~~ - conditions. The top

• - \ \ - 

curve has been reported
- ~~ \o previously by us (13].
\ - \ ~ - 102 ~ Since then we have made
\ ~ \ 

- ~~ slight changes in the
\ \~ \ vacuum system and have
\ ~\ \ ~~ begun the use of SiO
\ \ \ • ~ windowed j unctions.

~ io4 \ - \ \ - ~ We are now obtainin g the
\ \ 101 ~ results indicated by the
\ middle curve. The

° - 
~~~~~ • 

difference suggests that
from ref / \ there are some parameters

\ - ~. . which are not sufficiently

~ io~ - . c.~~ well understood and there—
- \ - ioo 

~ fore not adequately con—
\ : trolled.

- \ Another important
• \• . ~

- property of these junctions

2 . is their ability to cycle
10 I repeatedly between room0.5 temperature and helium

OXYGEN PRESSURE (Pa) temperature. We have
performed automated cycling

Fig. 3. Conductance per unit area of tests using a low—helium—
rf sputter omidized tunnel junctions as cor tsumption apparatus (14].
a function of oxygen pressure . Cathode Figure 4 is a plot of
self bias was regulated at 45 volts and normalized j unction re—
rf power was approximately 10 W- during sistance versus the number
oxidation. The lower line is from of thermal cycles. Most
reference 12. The square and circle of the devices tested
points represent our data taken under changed very little for
somewhat different conditions. See the first 10 to 15 cycles
text. and degraded rapidly after

that. Lahiri and Basavaiah (151 have recently reported that the use of
thinner films can substantially improve cyclability. Nevertheless the
junctions we have already made are sufficiently stable to demonstrate
prototype instruments.

Storage of these devices is also an important consideration.
Data thus far indicate that storage at room temperature can produce
signif~cant changes in a period of a few days while 

junctions stored
at —15 C remain essentially unchanged for up to eight months.

_ _ _ _ _  • -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---- --- - -



t 2 ~ 1 —‘—‘- The most complex device
which ~e have fabricated thus

~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ far is a series array of 5276

~ ,,: \ junctions, each with dimensions
\ \ of about 15 im x 15 tim. A: ~ .— - -\ portion of this array is shown

~~~~~~~~~~ \ 1in Figure 5. The array is being
- ~ \ ~~~~~~~~ as a potential candidate

- \ \j for a voltage standard at the

~~ 
I 

one volt l:v: 1. The opera ti:n

I 2 5 IS ~ use of zero crossing steps as
N U M B E R  O F T H E R M A L  CYCLES discussed by Levinson, et. al

(16].
Observation of the I—V

Pig. 4. Normalized junction curve of this array provides
resistance as a function of a convenient way to measure
the number of thermal cycles, the reproducibility of a large

number of nominally identical
junctions. Figure 6 shows the
I—V curve for our first success-
ful array. Although these -

______________ ______ 

junctions had considerable
excess current, the energy

- 
j -  ~~~~~~~~~~~ gap is clearly visible at

iL~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ the dc 
The transition from

energy gap is smeared out by
~~~~~~~ :.~~~

“ 
- 

---c. 
~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ . the variation of critical

• current from one junction to
- - —:~~j~~~ 1, $- ~74 A .4 t. ~.,4 I.

• - ~~~~~~~~~~ -- • - • .  ,.~~ e nex • j .ewe ~~~ UJ. gller
sensitivity, this portion of

~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ the curve is actually a stair—
case (nominally 5276 steps).

• 
‘ •

‘ -
. - - • -: - -

• ~~~~
- --- ‘

~~ Assu~~ing that each junction
switches to the energy gap

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ voltage, a plot ot (dV/dI)
pçi~ j~~T) Ui~JL~J J’LJ 1L1) L~44~. versus I yields a probability
Fig. 5i Photograph of a density function for the
portion of a series array critical current. For the
of 5276 junctions. example shown in the Pig., the

mean critical current is 0.9
mA with a standard deviation of
± 12%. In this example, trapped
flux is certainly responsible
for a large part of the spread.

_____________________ —- __________________________- -- -
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

J 

- 
Our effort is currently

moving toward the incorpora—
- tion of junctions in high

speed circuits. This requires
a mounting which is capable

— of transmission of high speed
______ 

signals to and from the chip
_____ -~~~ 

sectional view of our approach

t ______

(17]. Figure 7 is a cross—

PROBABIL ITY ~ 20 - to signal coupling. Twenty—
DENSITY four 50 ~ coax lines areARMY VOLTAGE lviii ,) 

ter mina ted at a 2.5 cm di—
aneter printed circuit board.
Striplines (50 ~

) on theFig. 6. The I—V curve for a series printed circuit board arearray of 5276 junctions. The slope laid Out so as to contact
of the upper branch of the curve the lead pads of a chipgives a probability density function pressed against the board.for the critical current of individual By fabricating a long super—junctions. conducting stripline on the

chip , a time domain ref lec—
tometer can be used to measure the risetime achievable with the chip
mount. These measurements indicate that the risetime for transmission
of a signal at room temperature to a superconducting stripline on the
chip is less than 70 ps. Through use of both niobium oxide and silicon
monoxide as the dielectric we have managed to fabricate superconducting
striplines with predictable impedances in the range of 0.1 to 10 ~l.
This is a useful range for matching to Josephson junctions.

~~~~ 24 Coax fr om chip 
-

Shield sol dered’~. ________________________

.02 mm Au plated I ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~lnsula~on
Cu tabs ____________

o Cu tabsI ________________ 

Center conductor sold ered

____________________________________________________________________

- Clamp plate I IC. lead pads IC. chip 
JI. 2 S c m

Fig. 7. Cross—sectional view of a chip mount for making 24 high fre-
quency contacts. Signals can be transmitted from room temperature
onto the chip with a bandwidth of about 5 GHz.

_____ 
- —~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ---- 

-- --___ _



CONCLUSION

Superconducting integrated circuits utilizing Josephson devices
and lossless, dispersionless transmission lines make possible the
construction of a variety of useful new instruments. The fabrication
technology required is becoming sufficiently well—known that even a
small group can use it. Success in constructing portable refrigerators

• for these instruments would make them even more attractive (18]. Over
the next few decades such instruments may find widespread use in areas
where the highest - possible speeds are required.
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Automatic 300—4 K temperature cycling apparatus ~
C. A. Hamilton
National Biir.av of Stander,. Electroneag~wtlc, DO ’Ltion. Bould.,. Colorado 80302
(Recàved 15 December 1977; hi flu.! fan., 13 huuai~r 197$)

The apparatus described here automatically cycles small samples between 300 and 4 K by
alternately raising and lowering the sample through the neck of a commertcal liquid helium
storage Dewar. A bellows, which is pressurized by the helium boil.off gas. provides all of the
required mechanical motion. By utilizing the cooling available from the boil-off gas, liquid
helium helium consumption is limited to 0.03 Vcyc for a 12-g sample. Cycle times can be as
short as 5 min.

-~

There is presently a rapidly expanding interest in the ture and 4 K is an essential requirement for the practical
developmen t and applica tion ofsuperconductingdevices utilization of all of these devices. In most cases.
utilizing the Josephson effect. Such devices include considerable development and testing is necessary to
SQUIDS and voltage standards , as well as ultra fast meet this requirement. ’
logic circuits, samplers, and A/D converters . The ability This paper describes an apparatus for automatically
to withstand repeated cycling between room tempera- temperature cycling samples between 300 and 4 K. The

I — 674 Riv. Sc). tns~um., Vol. 46 No. 5, May is?. Not.. 674
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apparatus is relative ly easy to build and operate. For The third method was chosen for our apparatus
small samples ( 12 g) the liquid helium consumption is because LI makes efficient use of the helium and can
0.03 1/cyc with a cycle time of as little as 5 m m .  be simply implemented. The mechanica l apparatus fur

Three methods of making an automatic temperature accomplishing this is shown in Fig. I - The Dewar used
cycler will be considered. In the first, the sample is is a commercial superinsu lated storage Dewar with a
placed in a container above the helium bath. Cooling 3.8-cm neck diameter. The samp le is mounted at the end
is achieved by transferring a small amount of li quid of a 100-cm-long stainless steel tube . The sample probe
heliu m into the sample container. An electrical heater is in turn attached to a sliding flange . A bellows
is used to bring the sample back to room temperature . between the sliding flange and the cop of the Dewar
In the second method. the sample container is placed provides an air tight seal. The I0-cm-diam bellows needs
in the helium bath but separated from it by a vacuum - to have an expansion ratio of about 4: 1. A very
space. Cooling is achieved by increasing the pressure suitable bellows can be made from an ordinary plastic
( and consequently the heat leak) of the vacuum space. wrapped spiral wire hose such as is used for venting
When the vacuum space is pumped out, the sample can clothes dryers. When the electrically operated vent
be electrically heated back to room temperature.2~ valve is opened, the sliding flange will slowly lower
The third method involves slowly lowering the sample the sample into the helium. The lowering rate is
through the neck of the Dewar. As radiation from the controlled by pressure from the helium boil-off and thus
sample reaches the helium bath, the boil-off rate makes efficient use of the helium gas for cooling. When
increases. The resulting cold gas flows around the sample the sliding flange reaches the lower limit switch the
providing most of the cooling. Thus the sample is cooled vent valve is closed and a heater at the sample is turned
to nearly 4 K before being immersed into the liquid, on. In a few seconds this heater produces enough gas to

The first two methods require considerable automatic raise the sample well into the neck of the Dewar.
valving and pressure control. Furtherm ore , in the The boil.off rate then return s to the background level
second method . cooling is provided almost exclusively of the Dewar and the sample remains relatively
by vaporizing the liquid helium rather than from the stationary as it continues warming. A thermistor sensor
cold boil-off gas. The cooling available from the helium detects when the sample reaches 300 K (or any preset
gas is about 3000 J/mol, whereas the heat of vaporiza- temperature) and reverses the operation.
don is only about 81 J/mol. Thus this method makes The control circuitry for performing these operations
very inefficient use of the liquid helium, automatically is shown in Fig. 2. This circuitry is also

designed to put the system into a safe standby mode -
if any of a variety of failures occur. In the standby
mode the vent valve is closed and the heater off. The

I sample probe will therefore rise slowly to its upper

~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ 
limit after which helium gas will be vented through the

- / pressure relief valve which is set ax 1400 Pa (0.2 psi).
-: - J ~ The most importan t part of the fail-safe circuitry is

~ 
-
~ \ a timer which requires that the sample reach the upper

level switch within 20 s after the heater turns on. This
prevents loss of the entire I-Ic reservoir should a bellows

:p’ ~ leak develop and will also shut down the system if there
- 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .‘..r..c is a failure in the heater or its supply. Overheating ofI - .O& L*~.O,~ -- - - the sample due to a failure of the thermistor circuit
~~~~ ~ .-‘:. 

-~ 

- is prevented by attaching one heater lead under tension
___________: ~ °‘“ with a low melting point solder. Should .the temperature

sensor erroneously indicate that the sample is at 300 K
!‘ec os G~ ICU • -l ~ 

~~~~
__—

~~~~~
‘
> and the upper level switch is not activated, the system

— 

~~~~~~~ will also switch to the standby mode. This feature.
( • : ‘  together with the overheating protection, switches the

-: ‘ I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ system to standby mode if the temperature sensor
- - ‘ 

— - becomes either open or short circuited. A three-position
• 1tf

_. 
~ .. 

- 
~~~~ •~~~, ,~~~ ~~ switch is used to make the system cycle or hold in either

- I C n.~~. the 300 or 4 K positions.
~ r - - 

~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~ The Boolean algebra expressions which describe these
functions and fro m which Fig. 2 is derived are

H - R c ’A 2 ’, 
-

V .. R R à (t )  + 1k),
Ftc. I. Functional drawing of temperature cycling apparatus. The D — ~‘ _
sliding flange and th. attached sample probe is shown about in the &

centcro( iis total trav.l. S ‘ k  + S~ + ~f (JH + C U ,
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Fic. . Logic circuit controls the heater and vent valve to produce automatic cycling or to hold the sample in either the 4 or 300 K positions.
Several failure modes are detected . causing the system to switch into a safe standby mode. The logic could be TTL. DTL. CMOS. or . best
of all. HTL for noisy environments. -

where the inputs are costing a total of about S5. The entire circuit fits on
a 5 by 8 cm printed circuit board . Expanded capabilityR 1 = I when the system is directed into the run mode such as direct contro l of the temperature versus time prot~leby the front panel switch. may be a desirable addition. This system has cycledS1 I when the system is directed into the standby hundreds of times using.numerous sample configurationsmode by the front panel switch, and has never failed in such a way as to waste the heliumA — I when the system is directed to keep the sample reservoir or create a dangerous situation.‘at 4 K. The helium consumption per cycle consists of theB = I when the system is directed to keep the sample helium required to inflate the bellows (5 I of gas orat 300 K, 0.22 mol) plus the helium required to cool the sampleD — I when the probe is at the lower limit switch. probe from 300 K to 4 K. The total enthalpy changeU — I when the probe is above the upper level of helium from liquid at 4 K to gas at 300 K is aboutswitch, and 6(00 J/mol. However , if the sample is cooled to 4 K .T = I when the sample temperature is 300 K Ot even with perfect heat exchange . only about half of theV~~ter. entha lpy change or 3000 J/mo l is available for cooling.4

Intermediate logic parameters are Typical materials such as metal, ceramic, and plastic give
up approximately 100 JIg in cooling from 300 to 4 K.R — I when the system is in the run mode. The total material to be cooled in our test probe weighedS — 1 when the system is in the standby mode, and about 12 g. thus requiring about 1200 1 of cooling. TheM — I during the first 20 s after the heater turn s on. helium consumption with ideal heat exchange would

and outputs are therefore be 0.4 + 0.22 — 0.62 mol. This corresponds to
(4 I of helium gas or 0.02 I of helium liquid. TheH — I turns on the heater, actual measured consumption was 0.03 I of liquidV — I opens the vent valve, and hetium/cyc. The energy required to warm the sampleC — I for I s after V goes tø 1 and increments the from 4 to 300 K was 7.2 W x 175 s or 1260 J. Thu s,cycle counte r . for this particular sample configuration the system

This control circuitry represents a fairly minimal solu- operated at about 60% efficienc~, relative to ideal
tion for a safe operating system. Although Fig. 2 looks utilization of the liquid helium. ft is interesting to note
complicated , it can be built with integrated circuits that if only the heat of vaporization of the helium were
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utilized, the consumptiotl per cycle would be 0.51 1 ‘ Contribution of the National Bureau of Standards. Not subject
of liquid helium, tO copyright.
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A .4. “Picosecond Pulses on Superconducting Striplines ,” R. L. Kautz, 3. Appi.
Phys. 49, 308 (1978).
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Picosecond pulses on superconductin g st riplines’~
R. L Kautz
Crpogvua DMsion. Institut, for Basic Standards. National Bureau of Standar ds. Boulder,
Cokrgdo $0302
(R.ecflved 6 June 1977; accepted for publication 12 August 1977)

The attenuation and phase vcløcity of a superconducting thin-film suipline are calculated at high
fr quencies using the theory of Mania and Bardeen. These results are used to study the propagation of -
picosecond pulses which have frequency com ponents approaching the superconducting energy-pp
frequency.

PA~S numbers 73.60.Ka, 83.25.+k, 84.40.Mk

I. IN TRODUCTION d*v
Recently Peterson and Mcoonaldt have shown how ~~~~~~~~ (2.1)

picosecond voltage pulses might be generated with a 
~~~~ v is the propagation constant. To a good appro xi-Josephson-junction microCircuit. Such PULSeS Would mation y Is given by’

contain frequency components approaching the super-
conducting energy-gap frequency, In this paper we use y~~ 

(ZY) t ”, (2.2)
the theory of Mattis and Bardeent for the complex con- where Z and Y are t’ cries impedance and shunt ad-
ductivity of a BCS superconductor to study the propaga- inittance per unit let.,,, of the hu e.tion of picosecond pulses on a superconducting strip-
line. Several authors,”4 consider ing superconducting In analyzing the superconducting stripline we assume
striplines at low frequencies , have used the two-fluid that its width W is much greater than the dielectric
model to characterize the superconductors. The BCS thickness s and, hence, that fringing fields can be
model has previously been applied to the superconduc- neglected. Assuming a lossless dielectric , Y reduces
ting stripiine by Mason and Gould~ and to the coaxial to the capacitive admittance of a unit length of line,
line by McCaa and Nahman. T As will be shown, it is es- namely,
sential to use the Mattis-Dardeen theory at frequencies Y iu,(W/s)es ,, (2.3)
approaching the energy-gap f requency.

where e Is the relative dielectric constant and €0 Is the
To be specific, we consider a thin-film stripline perrnittivity of free space. The series impedance Is

whose characteristics have been measured by Henkels given by
and Kircher. ’ This stripline, of the geometry shown in
FIg. 1, consists of a strip of Pb-In-Au alloy separated Z iW(s/ W)j.L , + (1/W)(Z M +Z35), (2.4)
from a Nb groundplane by a Nb205 dielectric. Henkels where the relative permeability of the dielectric Is as-
and Klrcher estimate the mean free path of normal elec- sumed to be unity, ~ i, Is the permeability of free space,
trons In the Pb alloy and Nb to be 12 tim and 11 am, ~nd 2,, and 2* are the surface impedances of the strip
lengths much smaller than the penetration depths which and groundplane. The first term of the right-hand side
they measure for these materials, namely, 137 am and of Eq. (2. 4) 18 the Inductance associated with magnetic
88 am. This fact allows us to assume a local relation- fields In the dielectric region, and the second term ac-
ship between the current density J and the electric field counts for fields penetrating Into the conductors.
E within the superconductors and greatly simplifies the
mathematical analysis. Nonlocal theories have been ~p- 

The surface impedance used here Is defined for an
plied to superconducting transmission lines by Mason infinite conducting slab of thickness d. Taking one sur-
and Gould’ and McCaa and Nahman.~ ‘ face of the conductor as the x-y plane and the second

In Sec. U we develop expressions for the propagation
constant of a superconducting stripline In the limit of
local electrodynamics, In Sec. UI we compare results
for th, attenuation and phase velocity obtained using the

I—ctwo-fluid model and the Mattis-Bardeen theory. The
propagation of picosecond pulses Is discussed in Sec.
w.

II. ThEORY
The propagation of a sinusoidal voltage V(v, w)

X exp(iwt) on a transmission line Is governed by the
d ifferential equation

“Caner) button of Cli. National Bureau of Standard,. Research
partially supported by the Offic, of Naval Res.arch, Con-
tract Numher N00014-77-F-0048, dated 1 May 1917, FIG. 1. Strtpllne geometry. It Li assum ed that W~m ’s,
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surface at z d, the surface Impedance 1,5 defia.~d for Above T~ we take o’~ =o’, and O~ ~ 0 for both models,
sinusoidal fields E , (z , w) exp(swt) and J(z, w) ezp(zwt) with o.,, assumed Independent of temperature and
by frequency.

Z,(w) E~(0 , (4) (2.5) At this point the conductivity can be evaluated at a
4’dz J , (z ,w) ’ given T and w provided we know the material parazn-

with the boundary condition that the magnetic field be eters T~, o,,, and X(0) for the two-fluid model or T,,
zero at z ~ad as is appropriate for a stripline with W 

Q~ and ~h(0) for the Mattis-Ba.rdeen theory. In order to
relate the two theories we use the fact that in the limit

>> s. Given that 3 and E are related by a complex con- of local electrodynamics12
ductivity 0(w) and neglecting displacement currents in
the conductor , Maxwell’s equations can be solved to ob— X=Um (iw~~a) 1” , (2.12)
tai.n the surface im pedance.10 ~ 0

to obtain from the Mattls-Bardeen theory

Thus, given the conductivity of the two superconductors ~0) = (M/r~0u,.~ O ]t12. (2.13)
we can obtain the propagation constant of the stripline. A cumparison of ’the two-fluid model and the Mattis-
In the two-fluid model the complex conductivity ~ Bardeen theory can thus be made If X(O) , i3i(0), and 7,

are chosen to obey Eq. (13).
— ~~ Is given b~
o~ o,,f~, (2.7) The above analysis Is subject to the following restrlc-

dons. In calculating the shunt capacitance and series
02 = (1— fO)/wu ,x2(O), (2. 8) inductance it was assumed that the fields are uniform

across the thickness of the dielectric , or that13
where o,, Is the normal-state conductivity at the critical
temperature T,, T= T/ T , Is the reduced temperature, v./w >>s , (2. 14)
and X(O) is the penetration depth at 2’ = 0. The real and
imaginary components of c translate directly into the where v~ Is the phase velocity and 21rv /w is the line

wavelength. In calculating the surface Impedance It wasnormal-electron and superfluid components of the two- assumed that the depth which fields penetr ate into thefluid model. conductors is small compared to the line wavelength.”
Mattls and Bardeent derived a more realistic result For superconductors at frequencies below the energy-

for the conductivity using the BCS weak-coupling theory, gap frequency w, = 2.~/fl this assumption Is justified on-
namely, lyif

_________________  

(2. 15)
dE (1(a) —f ( a +Ifø)] 

(5
Z — ~~Z) I IZ [(a +~w)~ dl’ For normal conductors and superconductors above the

gap frequency the condition becomes
+— I de 1 i—~ f ( f f w — a) J v,/w>> 5, (2.16)

where ö = (2/w~t 0o,)th2 is the classical skin depth. Be-
cause v~~is less than the speed of light, Eqs. (2.15) andX

~~z Az) t, w, _f ) z Az 11Im~ (2. 9) (2. 16) are sufficl~ent to assure tbatdisplacement cur-
rents can be neglected In the conductors.~~ The analysIs

. .L f ’ ~~ ~~~— 
~~~~ + 

also ignores the possibility of modes of higher order
~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ than the transmission-line mode. Such modes will be

absent provIded
X 

~ — ~)“L(a ~~~~~~~~~~ A~] I f z~
P (2.10) v,/w > w/~. (2. 17)

Finally, In order to assure a local electrodynamics In
where A~~~Cr) in the energy-gap parameter andf(.) the normal state the skin depth must be much greater

+ exp(a/kT)J~
t is the Fermi function. The first Inte- than the mean free path l~

gral of 0’~ represents conduc tion by thermally excited 0>> 1. (2. 18)
normal electrons , while the second Integral, which is
zero for Ifu < 2 A , represents the generation of ~~~~~~ 

For the example striphine considered in Sees. III and
particle s by high-frequency fields. As in the two-fluid IV all of the above conditions are met for frequencies
model, a2 describes the superconducting electrons. The less than about 1013 Hz. For frequencies somewhat
lower Limit on the Integral for 03 becomes — a. when ~~~

, higher than this, Eqs. (2.14), (2. ifl, and (2. 18) are
all violated.> 2a.. To complete the Mattts-Bardeen picture we note

that the reduced gap ~~~~(T)/a.(0) is related to the re-
duced temperature by the Integral equation” III. ATTENUATION AND PHASE VELOCiTY

ln(~) —2 f 11’ de (a~ + ~ r’ ~{i + exp((r/y,2~)(a2 .i. ~~2)1 12]}4, The parameters of the example stripline considered

(2 ii) In the remainder of this paper are listed in Table I. The
values of 2’, and A(0) chosen for the Pb-In-Au strip and

where vga 1. 781 Is luier’s constant. the Nb groundplane are the bulk values for Pb and Nb.
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TABLE I. Parameters of the example strtplln..
I I I

Strip Groundplane Dielectric
V. ’

Material Pb-In-Au Nb Nb201
7.2 9. 2 ~~ — j o ’2

2d(0) (meV) 2.73 3.05 - — T .~~ 
—

7.56x 100 1. 57*10
A(0) (am) 127 83.4 / 

~~~/C 29 
~~ /

Thickness (am) 400 400 100 / /____________________ / ,
/ ,
I / ~~~~~~~~~~~~ 101 /

/ /
Values for X(0) were obtained from the measured l° ~ / 

~
. / -

/ ,
X(4. 2 K) given by Henkels and Kircher , assuming the a 4 / -

• 
i0~ IMattis-Bardeen temperature dependence. The normal- ‘ 

/
I / /

state conductivities a, were obtained from Eq. (2.13) ~ to0 . 4 /
— 1~

using the assumed X(0) and A(0). These values for a —C 4
are to be compared with the measured values of Hen- /
kels and Kircher, namely, 1. 37x 10’ 1~’ rn 4 for the Pb .2 1alloy and 1.59X10 7 fl~~m~ for Nb. ~~~~e agreement is
very good In the case of Nb, It is relatively poor for the I I ,‘

Pb alloy, perhaps due to strong-coupling effects. The /
dielectric constant of Nb305 Is that measured by Hen- ~()

4 .~

kels and Kircher. Thicknesses of the various layers ,
were chosen to be typical of those used in Josephson- / 7
junction microcircuits. Because the propagation con- /
stant is independent of the stripline width, it is suffi- 10 0 2 4 6 8 10
cient to note that W>> s as is required tn order to apply

TEMPERATURE . Kthe theory used here.
The power attenuation in decibels per length a~~ and FIG. 3. Attenuation as a function of temperature for the cx-

the phase velocity v, can be obtained directly from the ample stripline. Solid lines are for the Mattis-Bardeen theory
and dashed lines for the two-fluid model.

‘O P
I I I

- real and imaginary parts of the propagation constant.
I ly = a + i 1 3, then

- io6
= (20 log10e) a , (3. 1)

v,=w/$, (3.2)

where e Is the base of the natural logarithm. For the10’
/ 

example stri pline we show In FIgs. 2 and 3 the attenua-
‘ tlon as a function of frequency and temperature. Solid

s 1•4.2 /
/ lines Indicate the Mattis-Bardeen results and dashea

2 / / 
-~ 10 — Lines the two-fluid model. At freque ncies small corn -

a

,‘ tors (660 0Hz for Pb-In-Au and 740 GEa for Nb at 2’
a
~ ,o~ - / - =0) the two models are In reasonable agreement. In the

~>
/, pared to the energy-gap frequencies of the superconduc-

limit of small w we can derive an apprneimnie expres-
/ slon for the attenuntlon valid for both models.7 ,

/
, 

_ _ _ _ _10~ 2 /

,
,
‘
~~ 

a~ I.~(2o log60.) •~~~~

~ [~ 
+~~~ COth (~ L

’
~) ~~~ coth~~ \l 

.1/2

I $
10 ’ 

I 

- 

x x~ 
fCOth1~t\ + d?Xa ]/ I IE),/ sink (dJX,)

10~~~ 9 10 1011 1012 +a4fcoth(’~.\+ 
d/X~ ~~~ ~I \X./ sinh~(d11A3) ‘ ft

FREQUENCY . Hz
(3.3)

71G. 2. AttenuatIon as a function of frequency for the example
etriplin.. Solid lines are for the Mattis-Bardeon theory ~~ Here subscripts a and b an used to distinguish param-
dashed tine s for th. two-fluid model. For T>9 . 2 K both eon- eters of the strip and groundplan. superconductors,
ductora are normal and th. two theories give the earns result, respectively. In the two-fluid model Ot Is Independent of
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w and a~ Is proportional to w2. In the Matt is-Bardeen I I I I
theory v_ it

~~, 2A exp(A/kT) ln(~ /7Tw), w < <~~~ , (3.4) ,a,, kT ~I + exp (i~/ kT) ] ~ /7
so that the attenuation deviates from a strict w2 depen- - 

/
,

dence by a factor of 1a(~ /ftw). The temperature depen- /
7

of the attenuation at low frequencIes is also different for 7 1213

the two theories, being T4 for the two-fluid model while
the Mattis-Bardeen theory predicts an exp(— ~/kT) de-
pendence at low temperatures. Thus, the attenuation is
expected to fall much more rapidly at low temperatures
than the two-fluid model would predict. At high tempera-
tures the two theories gradually approach one another,
becoming identical above 9.2 K where both conductors
are normal. Between 7.2 and 9.2 K , where Nb Is super-
conducting and the Pb alloy Is normal, attenuation Is
dominated by losses In the normal material and it makes
little difference which theory Is applied to the
superconductor . — 

• ‘ ‘\
~~I,

The principle difference between the two theories oc-
curs at the energy-gap frequency. As the gap frequen- 10~~d en  of Pb-In-Au and Nb are exceeded, the Mattis-

~o8Bardeen attenuation Increases by several orders of
magnitude and rapidly approaches that of the normal 0

0 2 4 6 5 10
stripline. The two-fluid model fails to predict this
behavior. TEMPERATURE. K

The phase velocity of the example stripline is shown FIG. 5. Phase velocity as a function of temperature for the
as a function of frequency and tempera tu re in FIg s. 4 example stripline. Solid lines are for the Matt ts-Bardden
and 5. At frequencies much less than the gap frequency theory and dashed lines for the two-fluid model.

the phase velocity is given for both models by

= (ct~ .t~)1 ~~~ [i +•~~~~• coth(~L) ~~~ coth (f)] 
~‘/2

/ 1 same in the two-fluid model and the Mattis-Bardee~i

3.3 — ft

I I I 

/ 

w < <~~~~ ~~~~~. (3.5)

Because the tempera ture dependenc e of A is nearly the

I I—3.2 —

/ theory, the predicted phase velocities are of almost the
1.1 . 4.. . .,4.. same magnitude. More importantly , at low frequencies

/ both theories predict a v~ which Is independent of ire-1.4 .2 K quency, making the superconducting stripline disper--: ~ . --
sionless arid suitable for the tr ansmission of informa-
ton. In the normal state (2’ >9.2 K); on the other hand,
the phase velocity of the sample stripilne Is highly ire-

3.0 - qu.ncy dependent.
‘C
Z 

- The dispersive nature of the normal-state striplinea

- 
found here contrasts with the usual ctlsperslonless be-2.9 - - havior of macroscopic striplines. In general, a normal

2 / 
- 

the dielectric ~~chaess s, and the fields are essentially

transmission line Is dispersionless at frequencies stat-
ficlently high that the skin depth 8 Is small compared to

2. 0 —

confined to the dielectric region. If the conductor thick-
ness Is comparable to or larger than the dielectric

I 
thickeess, then the line becomes dispersive at irequen-

- 
9 10 10 1011 io~ j~13 des low enough that 8~ s, in which case field pene-

tration into the conductors is both signifIcant and ire-
FREQ UENCY • H z quency dependen t. For macroscopic lines such disper-

11G. 4. Phase velocity as a function of frequency for the ix- - lion in usually limited to frequencies below about iO~
ample stripline. Solid tines are for the Mattls-Bard..n theory Hz, but with the very thin dielectric of the example line
and dashed Uses for the two-fluid model, dispersion exists even- up tO 1O~ Hz.
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The dlspersionless behavior of the superconducting I L= L/v , (w= o) , (4.6)
stripline is remarkable in that it occurs in spite of
significant field penetration into the conductors. The so that a pulse composed entirely of low frequencies
frequency independence of v~ occurs because at ire- would be centered at the time origin. Each trace is
quencies much less than the gap a1 << a, and a2 ~ 

labeled by the energy of the pulse £ relative to its on -
These conditions make the depth of field penetration ginal. energy.
frequency independent. E = (i/ n ~

1 2 rV~) i: ø(L , t) cIt. (4. 7)

As with attenuation , the phase velocity predicted by
the two theories differs markedly near the gap frequen- The three frames of Fig. 6 show the history of puls-
cy. In the Mattis-Bardeen theory the line becomes dis- es with r= 1.O, 0.5, and 0.2 pg for the example strip-
persive for frequencies somewhat below the gap . In this line at 1.0 K. For the 1.0— and 0. 5-ps pulses P39 is be.-
frequency range the phase velocity at temperatures low low the energy-gap frequency so that the severe atten-
enough that c~ <<Q~ is given )3y uation expected for frequencies above the gap is not

V. = ______________________________________,~ (i + ______________________________________(es9~.& s(M,wc2)
-
~ ~L”0.0

+
~~~~~~~~~~

1,2’)

~~ 

l.0~ r*l.0 ~S I E —l.00 0

T << T~, ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ (3. 8) 
- l~~ L 000

0.6
1. 10 2

Sl~4L,w(7ob)1 
- 

‘ 

~4 V 99*290 

~~

z

~~~~~~~~~~~

1L

~

l0-3m

In practice Eq. (3.6) Is accurate even for a reduced 0.4 
m

temperature of 0.5. From this equation we see that 
{E:l .000 4

the line is dispersionless as long as C2 ~ i/u. However, 
0.2 -

at frequencie s just below the gap frequency a2 begins 
_________________ ________________

to deviate from a I/cu dependence and the line becomes
dispersive. At frequencies above the gap C~ becomes -0.2
larger than 

~~ 2 and the phase velocity rapidly approaches
that of a normal line. In contrast, the two-fluid model
predicts a dispersionless line at frequenci es consider- -

ably higher than the gap. At sufficiently high frequen— 1 L~0 .0
des , however, a~ and C2 become comparable and the 1.0 -r aO. 5 PS _—~~LE~l.000

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ L~l0~~mtwo-fluid model also predicts dispersion. 0.8 (E .0. 999
IV. PICOSECOND PULSES 

_
0.6 +To study the propagation of picosecond pulses we

_ 

v~ =580 GHz

consider a Gaussian pulse of the form 0. 4
V(O ,t)= V,exp (—t/ 2 14) , 

- 

(4.1) 
~ 0.2
I-where r is the standard deviation and the full width at -~0hall-maximum Is 2.35r . Taking the Fourier transform ~

_ _ _ _ _ _

obtains - -0.2
V(O ,w) (2v) U I V.exp( _4c?r S) , (4.2) 

________________ ________________

so that the frequency spectrum Is also GaussIan. To
characterize the bandwidth of the pulse we define i’~~~ 

(L a O . O
such that 99% of .the pulse energy is contalned in fre- 1.1 r 0 .2 ~s
queucies less than v9 .  v99 1450 G~4z

0.8 Es0.918
v,,=O.29/r. 0.6

Solving Eq. (2.1) ~r the ~ 1~~e at a distance L along

0.2 
L.l3~~mthe line we obtaIn 0.4 . .. 2

V(L,t) (2/e)t 1iV, f 9 aw exp(-(aL +*w2 iS)1 C
(4.5)

In FIgs. 6 and 7 we show the result of numerical oral- 
.0.2

1 _______________

nation of the above Integral using the Mattts—Bardeen -20 .16 -12 -8 -4 - 0 4 8 12 16 20
result for a and $. Each f ra me is a superposition of
simulated oscilloscope traces recording the compute~I 

TIME ( t  - t L ) 
~~~

shape of a pulse at several distances L along the strip- FIG 6 Pr~~~~~~ of Gauie~~ pels.s for the eminple lineline. For each trace the time origin has been shifted 
~ i.o ic, Th. low—frequency phase velocity Is 3.l6xI O t rn/s

by an amount, so that th. delay time t5 is 317 pa for L — 1O~ m.
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For the 0.2-ps pulse v,,=1450 GHz and about one—
,fL.o.o fourth of the pulse energy falls above the energy gap.1.O~ r ’l.O PS ~E-1.000 Here we see that attenuation has become sigaifican t, the

0 . 81  

i#~~.290 GHZ 
r L,10-3C 

pulse retaining only about 80% of its original energy
after propagating 0.1 mm. This attenuation also con-

0. 6~ 

kb. 

892 trthutes to distortion of the pals. since all frequencies

L’lO 2 are not equally attenuated. A long section of line acts0.4 k m like a low-pass fil ter with a sharp cutoff at the gap ire-
quency of the Pb alloy. Thus, after propagating 1 cmO. 2~ 

{E..0. 445
the 0. 2—ps pulses shows oscillations at about 660 GHZ ,

0 the cutoff frequency.

In FIg. 7 we show results similar to those of Fig. 6
but for a temperature of 4.2 K. At 4.2 K, attenuation at

_____________________________ 
frequencies below the gap becomes significant, Strange-

L.0.O ly enough, the presenc e of this attenuation tends to pro-
1.0 E~1.00o duce the degradation In shape of the 1.0-. and 0. 5-ps

t •0 S ~ S pulses, making their oscillatory tails smaller than at
0

-S components which travel at a smaller velocity and cause
•1

I.. E’0.786 frequencies.

0.8 v99~ 5

,

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.O.972 1.0K. The reason ls t h t a t 4 .2Kthe hlgh-frequency

L’10 2m For the 0.2-ps pulse a sufficient fraction of the ener-%~1

• iL ~ jO ’3 m the tafls are more strongly attenuated than the lower

E-0 .256 gy falls above the gap frequency where attenuation andI-
—I dispersion do not depend on temperature, making the

diff erence between the 1.0-. and 4. 2-K striplines less
e O  

V T d i st i n c t .  However , because the 4.2-K does not act as a
________________ ________________ 

filter with a sharp cutoff frequency we do not see oscil-
V lations at the Pb-alloy gap frequency as at 1.0 K.

L 0.O
For the example line considered here one concludes

0.8 v99’1450 0Hz ~~~~~~~~~E’~~899 propagate without significant distortion for distances of
r ‘0.2 ~S that pulses with full widths of 2.35 and 1.18 ps can

L’iO 
1000 and 100 j .~m, respectively. Because such distances

- 
m are relatively long on a microcircuit, propagation will{E.o. 733 not be a limitIng factor In creating and detecting pico-

L-10 3m second pulses using Josephson-junction m.Icrocircuits.
- ::: 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ i~~2n 

ton, making such pulses difficul t to utilize.

A pulse with a full width of 0. 47 ps, however , can. prop-
agate no more than about 10 j~m without severe distor-

So fir we have res~~cted attention to a specific ex-
_________________ ________________ ample line. One might question whether the high-fre-

-20 -16 -12 -8 .4 0 4 8 12 16 20 
- quency limitations of this line might be significantly

altered by using different materials or dimensions. InTI ME (t  - t1.) i’i’ principle, the easiest way .to Increase the frequency
FIG. 7. Propagation of Gauss ian puLses for the example line ~ range over which the line Is dispersionless would be to
4. 2 K. The low-frequ ency phase velocity ii 3.09 x 1O~ rn/s so use superconductors with larger energy gaps. Once the
that t , is 323 pa for L — 10~ m. superconductors are specified, however, one might

hope to reduce the dispersion at frequencies just below
V - Important. After propagating 1 mm the 0. 5-ps pulse the gap. In this frequency range Eq. (3.6) Is valid and

stIll Includes 99. 6% of its original energy. In spite of we see from It that the dispersive terms can be made
this low attenuation the pulses become distorted after small by choosing the dielectric and superconductor
propagating relatively short distances. This distortion thicknesses, s and d, to be large. For the example line
can be traced to the dispersion evident In FIg. 4. The the superconductoz’s are thick enough that the coth lao-
sharp drop In v~ for frequencies approaching the ~p tors are nearly unIty and further Increasing their thick-
frequency accounts for the long oscillatory tails de- ness has lIttle effect. However, if the dielectric thick-
veloped by the pulses. Considering the 0. 5-ps pulse ness of the example line is Increased by a factor of 1Q,
after it has traveled 1 mm, we see that the oscillatory the 0.5-ps pulse travels about 10 times farther without
tail has a frequency of about 500 GHz. From Fig. 4 we severe distortion. Thus, while the energy gap repre-
can calculate that after traveling 1 mm the 500-GEn sents an upper frequency limit, the dispersive behavior
component has fallen behiaxi the low frequencies by of the line at lower frequencies ~an be partially eitzni-
0.9 pa or about a half-cycle, making It especially evi- nated by choosing large conductor and dielectric
dent in the tail, thicknesses.
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